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Retailers.have varied results during weekend
The local economy present- huge day on the Friday foled mixed results this weekend , lowing Thanksgiving, said
as the biggest shopping day of store owner Sarah Curci. She
the year kicked off the holiday added she generally thinks of
that day as a "mall" day, but
season.
Several area retailers said that did not prove true this
their Thanksgiving weekend year.
"The day after Thanksgivtmftic was good and that sales
were up from last year. Oth· ing is supposed to be the
ers, however, were less posi- biggest shopping day of the
tive about the special weekend year," Curd said. "Usually,
shopping and reported sales though. it is the malls that get
that traffic. This year, howevand traffic were down.
Jim Joiner, manager of the er, that didn't seem to happen.
local J.C. Penney's store, said We had a huge day."
Curd said people .seem to
its sales were up for the entire
holiday weekend. Reporting appreciate small-town sen·ice.
double-digit increases from "Our customers appreciate us
this time last year. Joiner said knowing them and their famihe was pleased with the start lies," Curd said. "We know
of the holiday shopping sea- what they are looking for in a
gift, and you don't find that in
son.
"Sales are not necessarily a big mall."
Liz Miller, manager of
up company-wide. but we are
doing great locally.'' Joiner Goody· s. reported a lot of traf•
fie in the store, considering
said.
The Vintage Ro~ Gift Shop this is its first holiday season
in downtown Murray hod a in Murray. Miller said the

• STUDENT IMPACT

store appeals to all ages. from
families to college students
and the elderly. a trait that
helped sales.
On Cue, a local music and
book store. saw the same pos·
itive results. With sales up
from last year, assistant manager Bryan Wimbleduff said
customers were buying DVDs,
storage items and gift cards.
"Gift cards are always popular with parents," Wimbleduff said. "Most kids would
rather get that than have mom
or dad picking out their
music.''
Murray Telephone and
Electronics told a different
story. Alison Eldridge, administrative assistant, said compared to last year, sales were
down 20 percent. Eldridge
said she was surprised at the
drop because electronics seem
to be big selJers for holiday

Murray State students seem to
have quite an impact on the local
economy, both as consumers and
employees.
Several area .stores that reported higher ~ales this year for the
holiday shopping season also
reported the most MS U students
as employees and customers.
J.C. Penney's manager Jim
Joiner said 20 percent of his
work force is MSU students. J.C.
Penney's is one local retailer that

see SHOPPING /16
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Murray State
students prove
to be asset to
local economy
B Y DENISE BRAZZELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Burger Kihg:
Prez serves up
'Whopper of a,
time ' at dinner
BY TAYLOR EWI NG
STAff WRITER

Murray State President King Alexander had
the opportunity to address students' concerns at
the Student Government Association's questionand-answer session at Winslow Dining Hall on
Wednesday.
SGA President Nikki Key said the purpose of
the session was to give students a chance to
interact with Alexander.
"We decided to do it at Winslow to encourage
more students to participate," Key said. "It's a
good way to kickoff a relationship between the
students and our new president."
Alexander addressed a variety of issues
including the University budget, minority faculty members, residential colleges. scholarships,
class availability and a wellness center.
Alexander said one of his top priorities is the
recruitment and retainment of minority faculty
members and students.
" I think (the lack of minority faculty) is
almost a crisis;· Alexander said. "There's no
reason we can't do better."
Another issue Alexander nddres~ed was
course availability. He said if students are having difficulty with course selection, they should
go to individual faculty members or department
chairs.
"If you're having problems getting essential
courses. please go to the student government
and let me know," Alexander said. "Then we
can see if this ts a reoccurring, widespread problem. We don't know unless you tell us."
Alexander also said the University is focusing
on the completion of the new science building
and the construction of a fitness center. He said
his No. I priority is to finish the science building. but he hopes to have the Wellness Center' s
design in place and construction started by this
:.ummer.
"The Wellness Cemer is a very important priority of mine," Alexander said. "I want the students to have a lot of input into the design of this
center."
Another issue Alexander addressed in the
question-and-answer session was Murray
State's significant enrollment increase. He said
Murray Stat's student body ha~ grown 23 percent since 1993.
''This type of controlled growth hasn't hun
the quality that"s being offered here at Murray
State:' Alexander said. "We will grow, but at a
steady pace."
Alexander said he wanted to participate in the
question-and-answer session to connect with the
students and address their concerns.
·•t'd like to do this a lot w1th the student government and students in general," King ~aid . "I
want to be approachable. I want you to come and
tell me your concerns."
Key said SGA will offer another questionand-answer session with Alexander.

Photos by Ryan Broo4'The News

(Above) This abandoned dog was just one of the victims left homeless after a tornado ripped through a neighborhood in Harris Grove, located about
seven miles southwest of Murray. (Below) A pile of rubble is the only evidence that remains of a mobile home located on Highway 893.

Recent tornadoes
leave devastation
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Families who remained safe in two nc:arby communities la'it Saturday and Monday
had additional incentive to be grateful in
wake of the Thanksgiving holiday. a~ a two
separ.tte tornadoes struck the small. tightknit communities.
Harris Grove. which was struck Saturday
with by F2 tornado, is located southwest of
Murray. On Monday evening, another tornado rumpaged Oakland, Tenn .. which is
just south of Paris, Tenn.
The F2 tornado, which can have maxi·
mum wind speed!'. of 120 mph, touched
down on Tyler Road in Harris Grove
between 6:45 and 6:50 a.m., Calloway
County Judge Executive Larry Elkins said.
The twister moved northeast at approximately 60 mile:. per hour and damaged several home' and barns in a path that
stretched I 0 miles long.
No one wm. :-.eriously hun by the Harris
Grove tornado. as most were treated at the
scene. Jimmy Edwards. 38. and Patricia
Edwards, :n. were admitted to Murray-Cuitowny County Hospital with cuts and brubes and relea,ed on Sunday.
"It's a pretty rural area. so we were fortunate it wasn't a densely populated ponion
of the county. and the injuries were limit·
ed," Elkin!> said
Preliminary estimates of the damage

totaled $650.000. not counting crop losses.
Calloway County Emergency Management
Coordinator Jeff Steen said. He said the
weather alen radio system in place in Calloway County alerted residents a total of
three times before the tornado touched
down.
'"Everyone should give serious consideration in getting tho:.e (syr.tems)," Steen
"aid. "They don't come on until the National Weather Service comes on and tells you
severe weather is coming. it's a nice system."
In a separate Saturday incident, the storm
~ystern that spawned the tornado in Harris
Grove killed I I ~ople in Mi~sissippi,
Alabama and Arkansa<> and injured dozens.
The Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cro:.s wns on the scene with
emergency response vehicle from 9:30a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday. sen·ing food for victims
and emergency workers, Interim Director
Jan Bao;ile said.
The Red Cross visited those whose
homes were hit by the tornado on Sunday to
see hov/ it could best offer immediate assi~
tance. Some families went to the Red Cross
office earlier this week.
"(The victims) were overwhelmed, but
with the outpouring of community suppon
and the fact they were taken care of immediately, I think that reassured them, and
they were thanlful they were alive because
they could have d1ed," Basile said.

Steen said the community seemed to be
ready to begin rebuilding quickly. possible
inspired from what other parts of the country went through.
"It wasn't a doom and gloom attitude," he
said. "Everyone seemed to feel fonunate
there weren't more injuries and felt thi!> is it
and now we're going to fix it We' ve had
(tornadoes) before and we'll probably have
it again."
Ba:;ile said some of the homes were
unrecognizable because of the tornado
damage, and the amount or tobacco crop
and storage barn damage in the area was
highly not1ceable.
Basile said anyone wishing to donate to
the familie.' should phone the local Red
Cross office office at 753-1421 or bring
donations to the oflice located at IOOJ
Poplar St.
The tomado that 'truck aL Harris Grove
was the third to hit Calloway County in the

last three years. The other two :.truck the
Midway area in southern Calloway County
in 1999 and 2000.
The tornado that hit the Oakland community just south of Pari!">, Tenn .. near the
Kentucky-Tennessee border, killed Elizabeth Valentine Gofonh. 32, and injured her
hu.,hand. two sons and two others. The
injured were transponed to Vanderbilt
Medical Center. where three are in critical
condition, and two are in seriou~ condition
as of Tuesday.
About 25 homes were damaged or
destroyed by the Oakland community tornado, which touched down just before
II :30 p.m., with winds reaching speeds of
at least 160 mph.
Henry County Sheriff David Bumpus
said the storm caused a tremendous amount
of damage.

see TORNADOES /16
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Counsel in Avant case to
meet on or before Jan. 14
•,

Attorney's for Jamar Avant
and the Commonwealth are
• currently scheduled to meet
•t for a pretrial conference on or
before Jan. 14, 2002.
'.
Avant, of Murphysboro, Dl.,
'· • will appear in Calloway Coun.:. ' ty District Court on Jan. 28,
~ ,.• , where a triaJ date will be set or
a plea bargain announced
.-·. Avant is charged with two
, ., counts of first degree terroristic
... threatening. His bond of$2,500
·" was paid by Floretta Simelton
r of Murphysboro, lll., on the
, condition he does not use a
:: computer and stays off the
Murray State campus.

Foreign Language Club
to sponsor session
.... The Foreign Language
, Club and Alpha Mu Gamma
will be sponsoring an information session titled "Career
.. • Roadmaps for Language
•.. · Majors and Minors" at 4 p.m.
•. Wednesday in Faculty Hall
'" · room 208.
The session is intended to
. ··· expose language students to
career opportunities, job• search skills, self-marketing
techniques and interview
· tips. Everyone is welcome to
attend.
Fur more information, contact Michelle Barber at 753or
e-mail
, 6507
activistprez@yahoo.com or

Janice Morgan at 762-4527 or
e-mail janice.morgan@murraystate.edu.

Delta Alpha Epsilon
to present inmate panel
Delta Alpha Epsilon, a
criminal justice organization, is sponsoring an
inmate panel, "Inside the
Mind of the Criminal
Offender," at 6 p.m. Thursday in the Curris Center
Theater.
Questions to be answered
by the criminal in attendance can be submitted.
Raffle tickets will be sold
for $1. A drawing will be
held for t-shlrts.
There is no charge for
attendance. Everyone is
welcome.

Societies to debate
university requirement
The Murray State Speech
and Debate Club and the
Residential College Debate
Societies will present the
second fall campus debate
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Curris Center Theater.
The
White
College
Debate Society will argue
that freshman and sophomores should be requirt•d
to live on campus, and the
Hart College Debate Society will present the opposing view.

tile

murray
~state
ews.

OSHA seminar offers
record-keeping tips
The
Murray-Callaway
County Chamber of Commerce and Safety and Environmental Training, Inc. will
offer an OSHA record-keeping seminar from 8 to 10 a.m.
Dec. 13 at Shoney's Inn on
Hwy. 641 in Murray.
Kathy McNutt, a , consultant with Safety and Environmental Training, will present
the seminar.
'
The cost per person is $25.
For more information, contact the Chamber of Com·
merce at 753-5171.

Grant allows University
to conduct study
Murray State University,
working in conjunction with
the Knicely Institute for Economic Development of Western Kentucky University,
was awarded an $85,000
grant from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration to conduct mitigation
planning for 14 counties in
west Kentucky.
The project director is NeiJ
Weber, interim dean of the
College of Science, Engineering and Technology. The project will focus on providing
baseline data to county planners and economic development administrators to assist
safe growth initiatives across

Kentucky.
Inquiries about the project
may be directed to Weber by
calling 762-3391 or by e-mailing
neil.weber@murraystate.edu.

Applications available
for Scholars Program
The American Chemical
Society has begun accepting
applications for its 2002
Scholars Program .
The program supports academically
accomplished
African American, Hispanic
and Native American students in their pursuit of
undergraduate studies in
chemistry, chemical engineering, biochemistry, environmental science and relat·
ed disciplines in two and
four-year college and university programs.
Program recipients are eligible to receive between
$2,500 and $3,000 per academic year, and many find that
top coporations are interested in hiring them after graduation.
For more details on the
ACS Scholars Program,
including an online applicavisit
tion,
www .acs.org/scholars
or
telephone 1-800-227-5558 ext.

6250.
Campus Briefly is compiled lly
Marci Owen, assistant news
editor.

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Nov. 23
2:17 p.m . A verbal warning was
issued for running a stop sign at
Sycamore and 15th streets.

Friday, Nov. 24
11:45 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding a traffic control device at Calloway and 16th
streets.
3:35 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired registration
behind Cracker Barrel.

Saturday, Nov. 25
7:44 a.m. An officer stopped a car
that was not displaying tags. The
owner of the vehicle showed proof
of insurance and said he would
replace the plates.
8:55 p.m. An officer asked a skateboarder at the Industry and Technology Building loading dock to
leave campus.

Sunday, Nov. 26
8:45 a.m. A citation was issued for
excessive noise at 15th and Main
streets.
5:14 p.m. An officer was taking
down the flag on University Drive.

753-0542

~

Wednesday, Nov. 29
12:25 p.m. A citation was issued for
disregarding a stop sign on Ryan
Avenue.
12:30 p.m. A subject reported a tree
had fallen on his car in the
Emmanuel Lutheran Church parking lot.
9:38 p.m. A caller reported a bathroom in the Overby Law library was
flooded.

5:46 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for improper display of registration at 16th and Main streets.
6:12 p.m . Subjects reported the presence of a mouse in their College

Police Beat is compiled by Marci Owen,
assistant news editor, {rvm matermls
provided by Public S~fety. All dispatched calls are not listed.

" The Mun-ay State News" lbives to be the University communi·
ty's source for lnfonutlon.

Our aoat Is to present that illfonMtioft in a fair and unbiased
manner and also provide a free and open fonlm for expression and
debate.
" The MuiTaJ State News" offen a hands-on learning environment
for those students lnteresbtd in journalism or other fields rNting
to the production of a newspaper.
The campus preu should be free from censorship and advanc:e
approval of copy; and. its editors should be free to develop their
OWII editorial aad .._ polida.;.

•Hair Cuts

...•
..
.."....

12:58 a.m. A student reported about
10 subjects were making noise and
smoking in the White College
lobby. The residence director said
she would take care of the situation.
1:14 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for an expired registration at
Chestnut and 12th streets.
3:17 p .m . Someone reported a noise
complaint in the dorm circle.
5:42 p.m. A caller asked to speak
with an officer about a theft .she had
witnessed. A report was taken.

M o torist assists - 5
Racer escorts - 1

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
• .. ·E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

Tuesday, Nov. 28

Monday, Nov. 27

Tanning & Storage Rental

·Tan all month for$19. 9S

.

Courts apartment. Central Plant was
notified but said they could not handle the situation.

$9 .95

Cfhe Cutting tdge

tMs'll Stulftnts

Hours

I 0% discount off tannina Packases.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Mon. ·11u's.
8 a.m.,. 9

P.m.

FH.. Sat•

• ..:;:::.''"''· 812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

8 a.m.,. 8 P nl.

WALK-INS ONLY!

~

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

...
....
..

....
•
t
..,."4
~

:
•'•

.!:::
•'
~

Locat:ed behind
Cracker Barrel
and next: t:o
Office Depot:•

I

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424

•'

••

..

.
f'

.,"

.

What: Corporate Night At Dawahares
When: December 2, 2001
Time: 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Please join us for refreshments, free gift wrap,
additional 20% off entire store and drawings for
gift certificates. Please have invitation or your
employee I.D. at the door.

...

I
e.
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ACLU sues four counties to prevent

School shooting plot
ends after tips to police

posting of Ten Commandments
LOUISVILLE (AP) - A civil-liberties group
sued four Kentucky counties Tuesday to try to stop
them from posting the Ten Commandments in
courthouses, calling it a government endorsement
of religion.
Tile American Civil Libenies Union of Kentucky filed separate federal lawsuits against the
counties of Grayson, Mercer. Rowan and Garrard,
which was also singled out for posting the commandments in the county hospital.
ACLU altorney David Friedman said many people have found ~olace in religion since the Sept II
attacks. but it's wrong to extend that fervorlo government sanctioning of religion.
"It's not a small measure of irony that these four
governments, among others, are seeking to impose
their religious views on the nation at the same time
the nation is fighting those overseas who would
impose their religious views on others," Friedman
said.
One of the defendants. Rowan County JudgeExecutive Clyde Thomas. said the Fiscal Court
allowed some citi1ens to post the commandments
in its meeting room about three years ago.
"We have no apologies to make for that We didn't feel bad about doing it.'' the judge said.
Two years ago, the ACLU went to court to get
the commandments removed from schools and
courthouses in McCreary, Pulaski and Harlan
counties. U.S. District Judge Jennifer Coffman has
preliminarily ruled that the postings violated the
Constitution. Appeals by the counties are pending.
The ACLU won a related challenge when U.S.
District Jo~ph Hood struck down a state law calling for creation of a monument inscribed with the
commandmenLs outside the state Capitol in Frankfort. That ruling also is on appeal.

Coal worker dies in on-the-Job
accident Tuesday in Peny County
HAZARD (AP) - A worker at a coal preparation plant in Perry County was killed in a fall late
Tuesday. state mining officials said.
Mart Wicker was trying to hang an electric
chain hoist on the top floor of Perry County Coal
Corp.'s HZ4-l plant when he apparently fell
through an open door and plunged 102 feet to the
ground. according to the Department for Mines
and Minemls.
Wicker. 41, of Hindman. was pronounced dead
at Appalachian Regional Hospital in Huard. The
department and the U.S. Mine Safety and Health
Administration are jointly investigating. department spokeswoman Holly McCoy said.

BOSTON (AP)- A 17-year-old girl
who allegedly agreed to smuggle guns
into her school for a Columbine-style
rampage but later leaked the plan by
warning a teacher ha.., become the
fourth teen charged in the case.
Amylee Bowman pleaded innocent
Tuesday to charges that included conspiracy to commit murder. Authorities
say she was part of a plan to smuggle
guns under black trenchcoats. detonate
explosives and kill ac; many students
and faculty as possible at New Bedford High School.
The plot was allegedly focused on
.killing "thugs. preps and faculty."
A fifth teen, an unidentified 16year-old. was expected to be charged
Wednesday. According to a police
report, another teen. Armand Cardoso,
told inve~tigators that the suspect
would point at people and indicate he
was going to kill them.
Three other students - brothers Eric
McKeehan, 17. and Michael McKeehan. 15; and Steven Jones, 15 - were
charged earlier. They pleaded innocent
Monday to conspiracy to commit murder. (Xh-session of ammunition and
other charges.
Bowman, like Eric McKeehan. was
charged as an adult. The two 15-yearolds were charged in juvenile court.
According to police, Bowman
agreed to smuggle gun!. in and take
part in the shooting. but tipped off her
fa-.orite teacher. Rachel Jupin. about
the detaib of the plan ~cause she did
not want to see the woman killed.
Jupin contacted the assistant headmaster, who eventually turned the
matter over to police. Police questioned Bowman. and the teen-ager disclosed the plot. authoritie.., said.

Woman klled in own home
by stray bullet from hunter
MILL RUN, Pa. (AP) - A 66-yearold woman was killed when a bullet
apparently fired by a hunter went
through a window, wall and a door in
her home and struck her in the neck.
authorities said.
Meriel Renee Bowser wa<; struck by
the bullet in her bedroom Tuesday

3

•wor1d
afternoon and died shonly afterward,
according to police.
"'The odds of (a bullet) coming
through the wood-;, not hitting a tree.
going thmugh all that material in the
house and hitting a person i'> ... million-to-one odds," said Charb May of
the Pennsylvania Game Commission.
State police and Game Commission
officials were investigaung. A hunter
wa.'i being questioned Tue:;day and the
humer's rille had been taken to determine whether the bullet that killed
Bowser was tired from that gun.
Authorities said the hunter. who wa....
not identilied. was at tea... t 450 yards
away from Bowser's home. State law
require~ hunter!> to be at least 150
yard., from a residem:e.

Man who saved two people
from speeding car dies
ATHENS. Ga. (AP) ·A man who
was hit by a speeding car when he
ran into a street to :>hove a woman
and her baby to safety has died from
his injuries.
Police say Randy Burris, 39. who
died Tuesday. saved the infant girl
and her mother from certain injury
when he pushed them out of the way
of a suspected drunken driver Sunday
afternoon.
Burris wa.-; in his front yard when
Heather Carlson, 26, walked by
pushing her 2-month-old daughter.
Nyah, in a stroller. Burri" started
chatting with Carlson, whom he had
never met before. She lived in Miami
and wa-; visiting family for Thanksgiving.
When an Oldsmobile h>re around
the corner, heading straight lor them,
Carlson tried to push the 'troller into
the grass, but it got stuck. Bunis
grabbed the handle from her and mn
toward the lawn, when he was hit.
Nyah was sent !lying from her
crumpled stroller but was virtually
unscathed.
Pl)lice charged 26·year-old Ricardo Arriaga-Gutierrez with driving
under the influence, leaving the
scene of an accident and serious
injury by vehicle. His charges may
be upgraded to felony vehicular •
homicide.

Taliban official says
bin Laden has not left
JALALABAD, Afghanistan
(AP) - A senior anti-Taliban commander said Wednesday he is
''90 percent sure" Osama bin
Laden is hiding in the mountains
of eastern Afghanistan and has
not tled the country.
Gen. Tommy Franks, the commander of the Afghanistan operation. said Tuesday that the United
States was focusing the search for
bin Laden and the Taliban leader
Mullah Mohammed Omar on the
area around Kandahar and the
Tora Bora camp 60 kilometers
(35 miles) southeast of here.
Mohammed Zeman, the
defense chief tor the anti-Taliban
forces in ea.c;tern Afghanistan, said
he had given the Pentagon information about bin Laden and alQaida fighters as well as Tora
Bora. a cave complex hidden in a
4.000-meter ( 13,000-foot)-high
mountain valley near the Palcistani border.
" I can teU you onJy that the
subject wao; eliminating the aiQaida organization and Osama
bin Laden," Zeman said of his
meeting with U.S. representatives. " The only decision we
made wa'i to eliminate them."
Tora Bom, built with U.S.
fund' to house anti-Soviet fighters
during the 1980s, is located in a
narrow valley, three hours by foot
from the nearest road, in the side
of Ghree Khil mountain, 60 kilometers (35 miles) south Jalalabad,
and a day's walk from the Pakistani border.
Hauat Ali, one of Zeman's
a:;sociates, said he had information that bin Laden was riding
horses in the mountains at night
and sleeping in caves during the
day. Ali said bin Laden was
reportedly seen in Tora Bora lac;t
week collecting supplies.
Zeman said he had gathered
additional information Wednes·
day on bin Laden·s whereabouts,
but refused to elaborate.
" Up until noon today, I was 70
percent sure of his existence in

Tora Bora. before evening 1
became 90 percent swe be is
there. Only 10 percent remains,"
Zeman said.
Zeman said he had sent a group
of tribal elders to meet with the
pro-bin Laden Arab commanders
occupying Tora Bora to ask them
to surrender.
However, he did not expect
them to come down peacefully.
He said the overture was required
under Pashtun tradition before
launching military action.
Fonner anti-Soviet fighters
describe Tora Bora as an impregnable fortress that has never been
taken by force. Visitors have
described the caves as similar to a
hotel with running water and electricity. which penetrates 350
meters (I, 150 feet) into lhe mountain, to fonn a .series of rooms and
tunnels that can comfortably
accommodate 1,000 people.

..... ned._

Arabs do rd ..........

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) - Jordan and the Arab League
appealed to the United States not
to attack Iraq. saying Wednesday
that such a strike would have dangerous consequences.
Jordan "rejects the use offorce.
external interference in Iraq's
affairs and meddling with its
integrity," said Saleh QaJlab, a
government spokesman and a
minister of state.
President Bush warned Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein on
Monday to allow U.N. weapons
inspectors back into the country
"to prove to the world he's not
developing weapons of mass
destruction.•'
Asked what would happen if
Saddam refused, Bush replied:
" He'll find out."
In Cairo, the secretary general
of the Arab League, Amr Moussa,
reiterated Wednesday that any
attack on an Arab country would
have "dangerous repercussions"
and would affect the political climate in the region. " Arab public opinion is com-

pletely outraged because of what
is happening in the occupied territone.<~, " Moussa said. referring to
the 14 months of Israeli-Palestinian fighting.
"If a country like the United
States were to conduct any decisive and final diplomatic effort, it
should be directed at (Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel) Sharon,"
Moussa said
In Jordan, Qallab said in a statement to the official Petra news
agency that: "Any military action
will only lead to deterioration,
depression, frustration and negative consequences that are
extremely dangerous and would
surpass the borders of the
region.''
As with other Arabs states, Jordan advocates dialogue between
Iraq and the United Nations to
resolve outstanding issues, Qallab
said.
Jordan also wants to see an end
to U.N. sanctions imposed on
Baghdad following itc; 1990 invasion of Kuwait, Qallab said.
The sanctions can only be lifted
if U.N. inspectors determine that
Iraq's nuclear. biological and
chemical weapons programs and
long-range missiles have been
dismantled. Inspectors left Iraq
ahead of U.S.-British airstrikes in
December 1998. and Iraq has
barred them from returning.
Iraq is the largest Arab importer
of Jordanian food and medicine.
bought under an exemption from
U.N. sanctions. Jordan depends
on Iraq for all its fuel.
In Sofia. Bulgaria, French
Defense Minister Alain Richard
said he saw no reason for the
international military campaign
against terrorism to move beyond
Afghanistan for the time being.
Richard said France would
back military action if there were
compeumg ev1dence that a nation
was supporting ai-Qaida, Osama
bin Laden's terrorist organization.
Bin Laden is the No. I suspect in
the Sept 11 terror attacks.

World Briefly is compiled by
Nffls Editor Jason Billingslt!y.

Roses are red, violets are blue, an -tHpha gamma Velta has a crush on ._you!
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would like to cordially
invite the following men to their crush dance on Dec. 6 at
Murray Country Club from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Doug Aike-n
1
Justen Arnold
Timmy Alonzo
John Arington
Sam Aguiar
Brian Boesko
Garner Byars
Trey Boatwright
Craig Butler
Brad Barrow
Jon Bell
Cody Braum
Daniel Ballard
Nathan Brooks
Tyler Baker
Kyle Broadfoot
Rodney Bottoms
Matthew Buchanon
Todd Bailey
Nathan Bowles
Michael Cotthoff
Brach Crider
Michael Cansler
Robert Cunningham
Art Cripps
Luke Cooper
Kyle Congdon
Nathan Clark
Jeremy Creager
Andy Cardin
Jason DePlantey
Brent Dolen
Tom Eveland
Robert Edwards
Eric Espey
Robbie Fitch
Brent Fiaschetti

L ..

..... - - # .

a..,.,_...,.. n·

Jason Ferris
Adam Fackler
Brad Forrester
Derek Ferguson
Chad Fogle
Jon Goad
Shannon .. SN .. Gilkey
Ben Gross
Nick Garvin
Walt Galloway
Jason Gray
Trip Gibson
Mike Gilkey
Kenneth Howard
Billy Harber
Matt Hall
Josh Harper
Clint Hampton
Tim Hinton
Shawn Hayden
Brad Heacox
Jason Hansen
Travis Humpkey
Jeff Heacocks
Trent Haddock
Aaron Hooks
Craig Hoffman
Jay Heath
Chris Johnson
Chris .jung
Ross Jones
Jon King
Chris Ladwig
Drew Lacey
James Lane
Anthony Lecour
Ryan Little
Matthew Mangino
Michael Mangino

r

Mike Maxwell
Andy Mazzier
Brett McCutchen
Bryan Meurer
Jeff Morye
Brian Morris
Kent Manning
Ryan Mulllns
Nat Morris
Jonathan Maddux
Jason Midkiff
Brent McKown
Shawn M.tller
John McGregor
Kevin McCuan
Justin Newman
Mike Noonan
Kye Nichols
Kenny O'Neal
Josh Owens
Bart Peach
Kyle Perry
Brandon Powell
Todd Powell
Justin Pounds
Trevor Pervine
Jay Powell
Mike Piser ·
Nick Phiser
John Petit
Brandon Quinlan
Scott Reese
Joey Rodgers
Jake Ryan
Tony Ryan
Mitch Ryan
Josh Ricks
Jared Rosa
John McGeehee

Mims Russell
Will Ryan
John David Son
Todd Satterfield
Jon Shelby
Josh Smlth
Josh Scholl
Josh Sullivan
Matt Strode
Chris •'MD" Spurr
Dan Stigall
Ryan Seay
Greg Storm
Matt Seiler
Alex Seiler
Dustin Swayne
Shawn Tomes
Tyler Tomes
John David Thicke
Kyle Turner
Jared Thomas
Adrian Tharpe
Michael Thorne
Brent Underhtll
Nick Underwood
Justin Varitek
Mike Voyles
Jeremy Woodward
Scott Whitsell
Kyle Wellington
Charlte Ward
Waddy Winchester
Chris Watson
Jimmy Whitehair
Jon Wright
Austin Wyatt
Robert Weatherly
Bryce Yonts
Jordy Yeiser
Doc

Valentine

I
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Fund raising gains attention
T

K

What other new
restaurants would you
like to see in Murray?

Calloway ranks
first per capita
Our View
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Most notably, though. is the fact that
the American Cancer Society honored
Calloway County earlier this month for
ranking No. 1 in the nation in per capita
fundraising.
[t's out<;tanding to be a part of a university and city that raised more money
per capita than any other community
with populations between 30,000 and
Finally, students, faculty, staff and Calloway County citizens have received
positive publicity for a successful event,
made all the more noteworthy because of
its benefit to cancer research, education
programs and patient support.
Those who participated should give
themselves a pat on the back for their
contributions, which made Calloway
County's relay the Jargest in Kentucky.
Additionally, the school and community
have established a leadership in fundraising: this year's relay was the first to pass
the $300,000 mark.
Student participation in the event,
which helped in Calloway County's No.
1 position in its Relay for Life division,
has brightened the recent negative light

"O'Charley's,
or anything
with soul
food, and a

junior, Huthon, Ohio

$37,000.

JVST \N •.. MURRA) S\A\E

35,000.

freshman. Evans•. lnd

House."

Okay, okay, so last newspaper's staff
editorial pointed out how Murray State
University has developed a recent habit
of only receiving national media publici ty for bomb threats, mail fraud or other
illegal activities.
Ironically, Murray State University and
the surrounding community just received
national recognition for the right reason.
Last May 's Relay for Life. co-chaired
by Paul and Rosanne Radke and hosted
at Roy Stewart Stadium, raised about
$302,000 for cancer research, surpassing
the organizers' $265,000 goal by

\l-\\5
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NEWS
cast upon Murray State. students accused
of bomb threats, rape or murder.
Relay for Life's success showed students' dedication in raising money for a
good cause. The bake sales. date auctions, carnivals and cookouts staged
throughout the year allowed students to

donate small amounts of cash and kept
them from feeling obligated to make one
large donation.
Students, staff, faculty and the community deserve attention from the national
organization for their efforts - they
earned it.

A royal introducti

President's agenda builds confidence
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EFFORTS TO
BECOME
VISIBLE ON
CAMPUS.

POSITION:
A LEXANDER's
INTERACTION
WITH STUDENTS
WILL HELP BUILD
CONFIDENCE IN
HIS PRESIDENCY.

So he has arrived. After all the dissenting opinions, backlash and disagreement from students and faculty
about selecting F. King Alexander as
University president, he has moved
onto campus smoothly and with authority.
While many faculty and students
expressed concern over Alexander's
lack of qualifications for handling a
presidential position. he has already
excelled in one area where previous
University leaders have failed.
It's possible Alexander's credentials
may not have the highest marks, but in
the areas of visibility on campus and
interaction with students. the new president is earning his stripes.
The men and women in high-profile
jobs at Murray State often neglect to

interact with the students they are hired
or elected to lead. The problem has
extended from prev ious U niversity
presidents such as Kern Alexander to
younger leaders in the Studen t Government Association.
King Alexander, on the other hand, is
getting his presidency off to a good
start by attending campus events such
as ...Oklahoma!'' and the Nicke l Creek
concert. He even has attended basketball games.
Students fee l a greater personal connection to a president who attends the
same events they attend. The casual
atmosphere at campus events provides
a comfortable setting for students to get
to know their new president and is far
more effective than any callous press
conference.

On Wednesday Alexander arranged to
meet more of th~ student body for the
first time in Winslow, a move that
impressed students and made them
more apt to support him.
Alexander is fo llowing the right
course by interacting with the students
from the beginning of his reign.
By imitating the student-friendly
campus lifestyles of other high-ranking
University officials such as vice-President of Student Affairs Don Robertson
and Director of School Relations Paul
Rad ke, Alexande r may prove his opposition wrong in his capabi lity to lead
Murray State.
Student support gained by personal
interaction will be an invaluable tool
for Alexander to use in developing a
successful presidency.
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Opinion Editor

Emily Black

• Your Opinion
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Justin McGill
Sports Editor

Seth Frank

University reminds students
grades will no longer be mailed

Online Edttor

Laura Deaton
Chief Copy Editor

Karrl Rubeck
Photo Editor

Kelll Petermeyer
Advertising Manager
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and Is an offiCial publica ·
tlon of Murray State University. The hrst
oopy of "The Murray State News· IS free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

To the Editor:
As the semester winds down and students
prepare for finals and ro go home for the
next holiday season. it is URGENT that
everyone knows about a change 1n grade
processing th1s semester.
For the first Lime, grades will not he
mailed over the holidays. Instead. they will
be available on the PIN sy~tem the night
they are processed: I a.m. on Friday. Dec.
21. Students can then access lhem from
home. from the local public library or from
whatever location they can gain access to a

computer.
The urgency comes in hcing sure that our
students are prepared hcfore rhey leave
campus by:
I. Being sure the PIN works!
2. Bringing a photo identification to the
Regi..;tration window in Sparks Hall if it
needs to be reset. We can then set it back to
the student's birthday so he or she can
restart the process and choose a new S·digil
PIN.
3. Being sure that all fine~ and tuition
payments for the Fall 200 I semester are
paid. Students can check their account balances at any time on the PIN sy•aem.
If students owe money for par~ing or
library fees. they won' t he able In get their

grades just as they wouldn't have received
them when we were mailing them. Pay all
outstanding fee~ before leaving campus by
credit card using Racer touch at ext. 3500 or
in person at Sparks Hall .•
This change was necessitated by the fact
that, for the fir.;t time. the campus is closing
the night grades are run. It is also facilitated
by an outstanding computer staff that have
proven we can rely on them for fa~L and
accural\! results.
For more infom1ation on this process. you
can e-mail registration@murraystate.edu.
For more infonnation about grade policies
or other related issues. you can e-mail registrar@ murraystale.edu.
Our oftices will reopen on Jan. 2 if stu-

denl'i have problems during the holidays.
Have a safe and wonderful holiday season!
Donna C. Harris
Associate Registrar

Write to Ul

"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 word'l or fewer and must be
signed. Conlributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification. title or relationship 10 the University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
10 edit for style, length and content.
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Ads, trailers dominate 'big screen'
In My

Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS
"SURPRISE ME,
DEUGHT ME,
ENCHANT MEBUT LET IT
WORK ITS
MAGIC THE
FIRST TIME - IN
THE ACTUAL
MOVIE."

Going to the movies just isn't like
it u-;ed to be. Big business cinemas
now boast 20 screens or more, aJI
with stadium seating, digital sound
and high-backed cushy seats with
moveable arm rests. While these
comforts add to the theatrical experience, they come with disadvantages.
I don't really mind paying for
pricey tickets and ridiculously
expensive soft drinks and popcorn.
but the amount of junk I have to
watch before the movie even starts
is what really disappoints me about
spending money at the theater today.
Why must we now see commercials before movies? Theaters used
to provide a sanctuary from television advertisements, but not anymore. "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone" captivated thousands
last week. and most viewers had to
sit through a lousy commercial for a
WB television show.
The commercial shows a clip
from the sitcom. which was mucb
too long at four minutes, and not
even funny (which the producers
unsuccessfuUy tried to remedy by
inserting a laugh track).
Heavy ticket prices should at least
guarantee viewers the right not to
have to watch the same soft drink.

car and program commercials seen
on television. But instead, we
unwillingly sit, trapped and handicapped by not having a remote control to change the channel. Moviegoers should be entertained for two
hours. not bombarded by the same
inescapable commercials in the outside world.
However, entenainment itself is
almost overdone with the excessive
amount of footage in almost every
new movie trailer. Unlike commercials, previews deserve a place in
the movie·going package, but their
construction should focus more on
quality rather than quantity.
While I like being captivated by
what I see on the screen in a dark
theater, r am increasingly turned off
by the growing trend of putting :ill
the "good stuff' in an upcoming
movie's trailer. Again, with "Harry
Potter.'' the thrills felt by first·time
viewers would have been much
more magical if the Quidditch
scenes and clip of Professor
McGonagall
morphing
from a

already been advertised so many
times in the movie's preview:..
Producers seem incapable . of
releasing movie trailers that spark
curiosity and desire without giving
away the entire plot. Like excited
school children who just completed
an art project, movie producers cannot resist giving away the secrets to
their new productions.
After viewing the initial tmiler to
Star Wars Episode H. J thought
George Lucas had overcome the
trend of his contemporaries. The
preview's momentary. soundless
clips. timed to Darth Vadar' s
machine-like breaths. resulted in a
tantalizing and mysterious package.
All mystery was lost, however,
with the release of lhe second preview. Reverting to the typical meth·
ods of advertising movies, Lucas
showed all the scenes of th~ growing love affair between Queen Amidala and Anakin, which seems to be
the main conflict in the new episode.
Ironically, Lucas' efforts had the
reverse effect on me; I was excited
about the movie after the first trailer, but after seeing the extent of
sappy romance in the second preview, I'll wait for it to come out on
video.
Nonetheless, 1 still get the most

enjoyment from watching good
movie~ I know little or nothing
about. It's a fantastic feeling to see a
great movie where you have
absolutely no idea what is going to
happen.
On the contrary, I hate seeing
movies like "Scary ~ovie II,"
where r had already seen most of the
really funny scenes in the trailer.
Jokes are funny the first time. and a
yawn by the twelfth when you finally get to see them in the theater.
Some audiences may want more.
more, more. but I want to be teased.
people! Surprise me, delight m~.
enchant me - but let it work its
magic the first time- in the actual
movie. That kind of magic comes
without commercials and without
overdone production advertisements.
If producers insist on giving away
their production' s plot. they should
put the trailer where the name suggests - at the end of the feature pre·
sentation. That way. I can watch the
movie I paid to see right away and
leave before my appetite is ruined
for the next one.

Erin RichartiJ is the opinion tditor
for "The Murray State News."

·New car cannot compete

with persQn~liJy of old
In My

Opinion

MEUSSA
STONEBERGER
"THE CAR MY
PARENTS WANT
ME TO TAKE IS
NEWER AND
CLEANER AND
DOESN'T HAVE
THREE-YEAROLD FRENCH
FRIES LODGED
UNDER THE
SEAT, BUT IT'S
JUST NOT FOR
ME."

Holidays are known for being the perfect
time for dropping bombs. and this year my
parent~ pulled one over on me.
They want to get rid of my car.
Now, of course, they think this is a wonderful idea. setting their child up with a more
reliable vehicle that will last well until I
establish myself in a well-paying career. (Or
until the next car falls apart. and I have to eat
Ramen Noodles for six months to afford
even a us~d Pinto on a teacher' s salary and
my transportation is not their problem anymore.)
Now. melodramatic as it may seem, to me
the car I drive isn't just a hunk of metal that
takes me from here to there. It's more like a
friend, perhaps even a best friend . It greets
me at the end of the day. a sanctuary of
escape disguised as a family sedan with
chipped paint and a cow-print steeringwheel cover. It's not only an escape mechanism, but the buddy that goes along wilh me
as I make the escape.
My car isn't special as far ac; cars go. It's
a 1996 Ford Taurus. used as a family car
until it was passed on to me. But it' s my car.
This car isn' t just any old ~ar. This is the
car that plowed over somt!one' s end table
that was conveniently left in the middle of
the road. It' s been off-roading on backwoods
trails and used as a moving van every time I
have to make a trek to the donns.
I learned to drive in the Taurus. or you
could say it mught me how to drive. It's the
car that l had my first accident in and the car
I got my first, and hopefully my last, ticket

in. It's the kind of car you could live in if
you had to, because I'm sure there's a
change of clothes in the trunk aud a granola
bar and juice box floating around the back
seat, buried among the r~st of my life that
creeps into my car.
For me. even cleaning out the car can be t1
trip down memory lane. let alone actually
trading it in for a different one. So what if
there are 100.000 or so miles on the car and
the emergency brake light comes on when
there's no emergency?
The car isn't made up of parts and pieces;
it's made up of memories. It's made up of
hauling 14 people home from a party my
freshman year and impromptu trips to
Nashville. It's not just metal and glass; it's
almost a living, breathing entity, a piece of
my history I will never get back. Every
scratch and ding on the car has a special
place in my heart. They're not missing
pieces of paint- they're history.
The car my parents want me to take is
newer and cleaner and doesn't have threeyear-old French fries lodged under the seat,
but it's just not me. The Ralph Wiggum
sticker I have in my current car just won't lit
the same in the back window, and I'll have
to try and keep the back seal clean. I'd have
to log in many hours in the driver's seat to
make it curve to my bottom, and I'd have to
spmy some soda all over the pa.-;senger' s
seat for old times sake.
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Melissa Stoneberger is a junior Elementary
Education major from Boo11ville, Ind.

Red Cross' humanitarianism ~ot justly recognized
In My

Opinion

RoN
GREEN
"WE ARE NOT
HEARING
ABOUT WHAT
THE RED
CROSS IS
DOING RIGHT."

l've watched and listened for weeks now as
the television and newspaper media have blasted the Red Cross for misappropriating funds,
lacking in response and selling aside donations
for future disasters that were earmarked for the
World Trade Center victim's families.
While these issues may have validity and
need to be addressed and possibly corrected,
the public needs to be made aware that, in typ·
ical media fashion, we only s~e and hear that
which raises ratings, sells newspapers or has a
political slant to it.
ln thi' particular case we are only hearing
what the Red Cross is supposedly doing wrong.
We are not hearing what they are doing right.
Have you heard about the countless numbers
of volunteers (that means unpaid where I live)
that are dedicating a minimum of three weeks
away from their families to go to New York
and serve food to firefighters. police and construction workers, maintain rest centers, counsel victim's families and friends. meet medical
needs and wade through the red tape so the
tinancwl needs can be met?
These volunteers come from all walks of

life-housewives, nurses, doctors. mental
health workers, secretaries, business people.
firemen and police. Many are retired, but there
are also those in their 20's, 30's and 40's. And.
they are not all Americans. People from Canada, England, Australia and other countries are
helping.
The volunteers have different levels of education. physical abilities, financial status and
are of varying races, creeds and cuhures. But
they all have one thing in common-they have
come to help those that are hurting.
News commentator Bill O'Reilly recently
criticized the Red Cross, but he didn't tell his
viewer~ about the gentleman that was so
impressed with the ~ervice, support and aid he
received from the organization that he went to
his friends that had not sought any assistance
and personally brought them to the Red Cross
so they could receive assistance.
People haven't been told about the Red Cross
worker who so impressed a Jewish family that
th~ widow invited her to their son's circumcision ceremony. They haven't heard about the
young widow who so appr~ciated her case

worker' for allowing her to talk to them about
the horror she experienced when she was on the
phone with her husband as the first tower was
collapsing around him and his cell phone cap·
rured all the sounds as it plummeted to the
ground 100 stories below.
The teams 'that meet with these families usu·
ally consi~t of three people-a mental health
worker for their mental and emotional needs, a
nurse for their phy~.;ical needs and a family service worker for their financial needs . They are
not just handing out money. but also are dealing with physical needs. counseling and sometimes just lending an ear.
Each cas~ they work is different because each
family's story and need is different. Volunteer
workers re·live the tragedy countless times as
they hear the horror stories.
Most of the workers leave New York feeling
guilty about leaving because there is so much
still to be done. And they are leaving as different' people than when they came. because they
have all been touched by what they have seen
and he:Jrd
There may be problems in the higher levels

of the organization. and there may be too much
red tape and delay:; in proces-;ing. but you can
rest assured that at the street level, where the
rubber meets the road, the only concem is helping those who are hurting and doing it as fa~t
and as thoroughly .a~ possible.
As of Nov. 12 the Red Cro.;;s had opened
25,000 cases (estimate 41.000 total) and have
completed J 2.000 and have given out more
than $55 million. This is for the World Trade
Center disaster only and does not include the
Pentagon or the Penn~ylvania cra~h site.
Don't stop giving. While there may be problems, you can rest assured that those who are
working with the families and victim~ are
spending your money well and wisely and ir is
getting in the hands or those who need it.
And if your heart is leading you to volunteer,
then follow your heart. You won't get paid. but
the reward will be far greater than any amount
of money.

Ron Green is a freelanre writer from Shrew•por/, La.
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Yearbook works on 2002 edition, changing budget
Once the expc:cted amount of yearbook salc:s is determined, the number is
handed down to the staff of "The
As staff members of 'The Shield" Shield."
work diligently assembling photos and
However, "The Shield" usually sells
stories for the 2002 edition of the year-· Jess than the projected amount
book, they also are trying to rework its
"It's not that we are having problems
budget.
selling the books. it's that the sales pro• ' "Our budget right now is very poorly
JeCtion for the budget is unrealistic and
1
• con~tructed," said Managing Editor not feasible ," Toon said.
Michelle Barber. senior from Warren,
"The Shield'' is currently looking at
Mich . "It is based on projected figures , different ways to solve this problem. '
' and we are often left in a deficit at the
" We are trying to get our budget
end of the year."
rewritten by looking at several different
"The Shield" Editor in Chief Justin options to make it more practical and
• 1'oon. senior from Louisville. said the suitable to our needs," Barber said.
~ ' financial situation would not affect the "Right now we can' t really say what
• production of the yearbook in upcoming these options are. but we will release that
•' years.
1
at a later date."
- . "1 want to make it clear that we are not
Regardless of any difficulties ''The
shutting down." Toon said. "The whole Shield" i ~ having with the budget. staff
school is in a financial crunch right now, members want to make it clear that the
• and we are fee ling that as well."
yearbook will not shut down anytime
The budget for the yearbook is deter- soon.
• mined each year before classes begin.
"The yearbooJ.. has been mound ever
"Sparks Hall dictates our budget by since Murray State first started." Toon
projecting how many books they think said. "This is our 77th year and we hope
we are going to sell each year and then to stay around for many more years."
To order a yearbook, students have
base the budget on that," Toon said.
BY KYSER LOUGH

C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

..

Karri Rubeck/The News

(From left to right) Tessa Hack and Melanie Heltsley, seniors from Murray,
work on the 2002 edition of '"The Shield" on Wednesday afternoon.
several different options. The most common way to get a yearbook is by ordering it during registration.

Simply by pressing a key on RacerTouch during registration, students can
reserve a copy of ..The Shield.·•

In the event that students forget to
order a yearbook during registration.
several other ordering options are available.
"Students are always welcome. to
come by the office, and we will get them
taken care of so they can get a yearbook." Toon said.
Yearbooks also are sold at every event
held by "The Shield," such as "Bust Our
Bulbs." "Bust Our Bulbs" is an event in
which students have candid pictures of
themselves and their friends taken for
yearbook publication.
If students do not make up their minds
until the yearbooks are being distributed,
they still have time to get one.
"We will still sell yearbooks during
distribution for the set fee of $40." Toon
said. "There is no penalty for ordering
late."
"The Shield'' receives the vearbook
shipments in early-to-mid-A-pril and
staff members begin distribution during
the last three weeks of school. Yearbooks also can be picked up any time
after distribution, even if it is the next
year.
"The Shield" office is located on the
second floor of Wilson Hall in room
228A.
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Murray student gets chance to play Carnegie Hall
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

News EDITOR
Carnegie Hall: the epitome of performing halls. A Murray State student has been given the chance to
perform in one of the mo!>t prestigious venues in the world.
Crystal Hill, senior music major
from Greenville, was selected by a
tape audition to participate in the Sth
Annual National Wind Ensemble
concert on May 25. 2002. at
Carnegie Hall in New York City.
The ensemble will be under the
instruction of H. Robert Reynolds.
director of band!) and division of
instrumental studies at the School of
Music at the University of Michigan.
Hill will be on~ ~f 75 high school
and college mustctans from across
tht;, c?untry to p~ay in.th~ ensemble;.
It s n once-m-a-hfetmle thmg,
Hill said. "Getting a chance to play
with musicians from across the
country who have learned under different teachers and who have different ideas and different methods of
doing things I might not know nnd
might help me in the future, espe-

cially ifl teach."
Hill said she is al~o excited about
experiencing the cultur.U aspect of
New York. especially :mending a
Broadway :.how, and is excited about
the pieces the ensemble will play.
some of them she has played before.
Hill will be one of seven French
hom players in the ensemble. She is
principle hom in the wind ensemble
at Murray State and has been in the
wind ensemble her entire college
t.:areer.
Hill, who is also in the Murray
State Orchestra, has performed in various horn and woodwind ensembles
and played in the Racer Band for her
first two years at Murray State.
··one of the rea~ons I carne here
was to be in the wind ensemble
• because of its reputation and Mr.
(Dennis) Johnson (director of bands
at Murray State)," Hill said.
Hill's sisters in Sigma Alpha Iota,
the music sorority, said they are are
excited for her.
"We're all very proud of her
achievements," Sigma Alpha Iota
President Kate Mackey said. "It' s a
big honor and we're very proud of
her."

The Murray State wind ensemble
has taken trips around the country and
world to perfonn. including a performance in England in April 2000. Hill

grams at Murray State. She said Johnson does a great job of organizing and
getting the best out of the Murray
State wind ensemble.

" One of the reasons I came here
was to be in the wind ensemble
because of its reputation and Mr.
(Dennis) Johnson (director of
bands at Murray State.) "
Crystal Hill
~nior.

said the ensemble and other Murray
State music programs have taught
Hill a lot about her cmft.
"I've always tried to not only better
myself as a musician (but also) as an
ensemble player because it's one
thing if you can play by yourself and
sound great, but in order to play with
the ensemble. there's a lot more that
goes into it." Hill said.
Hill said she has made many
friends and worked with some great
people in the different music pro-

Greenville

"Mr. Johnson is great at pulling us
all together a'i a group and (getting
us) playing well together," Hill said.
"He let'> us know about all of these
opportunities. We're always encouraged to do our best, and we're not put
down."
Hill said the Murray State wind
ensemble surprises many of its firsttime audience members with the professionalism demanded by Johnson.
"We're el(pected to be very professional," Hill said. "When people

come to our concerts, they're surprised because a professional ensemble is what it seems like even though
we're just college students."
Hill. who works on campus at
WKMS 91.3 FM, recorded her audition pieces on mini disc, edited the
disc and put it on ca'isette at WKMS
and then sent it off before the Nov. 1
entry deadline.
Eight days later, Hill received a
phone call from her parents saying
she needed to check her answering
machine. A representative from
MidAmerica Productions, the company in charge of the National Wind
Ensemble. had called and was leaving
a message for Hill at her Murray
number.
"She (the representative) didn't tell
my parents what she was going to
say." Hill said. "She just said she
needed to get a hold of me. When I
checked my machine, she said congratulations, and she wanted to tell
me before the weekend I was really
excited because I don't know bow far
I'm going to go with music after I
graduate. Carnegie Hall is one of the
biggest things for a musician; most
people know that."

Hill said it was a privilege to be
selected for the ensemble.
"Everybody thinks it's reaJiy
prestigious, but I don't feel like il
is," Hill said. "I just feel like I wao;
lucky enough to be picked. I've
never been to New York, and I
know I probably won't get to go
except for this time."
Hill said she has been overwhelmed by support she has
received from her friends and professors. One of her teachers put 11
sign up in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building about Hill's honor, and
many of her cla<;smates have been
asking her about it since.
The only stumbling block now for
Hill is raising the money to be able
to join the ensemble. The cost of the
land package is $958 per person, but
does not include the cost of airplane
tickets and food for the six-day.
five-night stay.
Mackey said Sigma Alpha rota is
currently in the planning stages of
organizing a fundraiser for Hill.
Hill said she also· is hoping to
receive funding assistance from the
University and local businesses so
she can perform in the ensemble.

Charities work to :t;nake holidays happy occassion for everyone
BY A DAM

l.
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With Christmas approaching.
charities are beginning to collect
donations. Toys for Tots and Share
the Hope are accepting donationr.
to help needy people this holiday
season.
The Marine Corps Reserve Toys
for Tots program distributes new
toys to children in the region. The
organization was founded in 1947
by Penny Crawford and came to

this region six years ago.
Toys for Tots will be in Murray
on Dec. 8 from 2-4 p.m. at \ValMart. •
A toy deposit also is located at
Family Hair Care in the Olympic
Plaza. Darla Carper, head coordinator of Toys for Tots, said about
I00 toys were donated in Murray
last year.
This year, donations of toys designated for girls are down. But the
need is still great.
"lt seems like we have had an

overwhelming
number
of
requests," Carper said.
For more information about
Toys for Tob call 270-832-0725.
For security reasons. people are
asked not to wrap toys.
Share the Hope was founded in
1992 by Phillip Rogers, president
of Share the Hope. The organization provides aid to needy local
families or to recent disaster victim!).
Past projects include providing
aid to victims of the 1993 floods in

Missouri and Southern Illinois and
aid to Wolfe County.
This year, Share the Hope is
again providing aid to famH ies in
Wolfe County in Eastern Kentucky. With a 40 percent poverty
rate, Wolfe County is the second
poorest county in the state and
20th in the nation.
Donations will be given to families at two school systems: Red
Rivers Valley and Campton.
"There'!> usually two or three
that either freeze to death or starve

to death every year in that county
up there," Rogers said. "That's sad
for even one person today in
America to starve to death."
Donations to Share the Hope are
down 70 percent from last year.
"I know we have some churches
... that are out here packing individual boxes, but that's not going
to do it- that's not going to cover
two schools," Rogers said.
Requested items inc;lude blankets.
food, towels, clothing, utensils, toilet paper, dishes, etc. Donations of

food can be left at Krogers. and
donations of food, toys. and clothes
can be left at the National Guard
Armory on Ky. 121 North.
Boxes must be labeled as to the
contents. Donations will be accept·
ed through Dec. lOth. All donations
go toward the charity.
Rogers also is seeking volunteers
to help with loading supplies to be
sent to Wolfe County.
For more information about
donating to Share the Hope, contact
Rogers at 753-1001.

<B~rz Ct1hZ 753-27'±9
Lo~I ~td6s ..........$5

*'Gift Certificates Available

hucks
tood de~sey....$5 bucks
Loo~ l!lde$ up to 5<' miLes f1 mtLe
• 801 Paramo•11t Dr.

un-t4till StAitt3
Now Organizing!
If
.l(u6

interested in
recreational biking or
competitive biking, contact
Jim Saurer at 762-6984 for
more information.

• 753-0418

N •1 s s a n
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f Murray

Make an appointment for a FREE

Multi-Point Inspection
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check
Check

Hoses
Belts
& top off broke fluid
& top off washer f l uid
& top off engine coolant
& top off t ransmission f l uid
(based on N issan

C h eck operation of all lig hts
Check tires & adjust air pressure
l ubricate door locks & hing es
Check differen tial oil
C h eck clutch fl uid
specifications)

Shuttle Service Avai lable
An Affiliate of Par ker Ford Lincoln Mercury

800 Chest nut St. 270-753-8850 • Service Hou rs M-F 7:30-5:00

•
•

Congratulations to our newe1t initiate1:
Courtney Allen

Abby Felli

Jennifer King

Ellen Orndorff

Elizabeth Barnett

April Flater

Emily lrttz

Charlotte Perry

Katle Burnett

Karly Grither

Tara Uggett

Amanda Proffitt

Up 'til Dawn

Laura Book

Beth iiwin

Karla Meadows

Allison Richmond

When: Nov. 30, 2001

Shea Butler

BethJamoe

Brandi Minter

Katie RoleU

Emily Cleaver

Ashley Dawn Johnson

Ashley Nelson

IAlra Suton

Curle Comaechlo

Jennifer Johnson

Christy Nobel

Ashley Teekenbrock

Briggs & Stratton proudly support MSU's

Visitor's for the mystery event are welcome from
11 : :~op.m. -12:30a.m. Admission $2

Come out and support St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital.

-

Love your !il!it:er!i In
Alpha !iig~na Alpha

•

......••'
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American Cancer Society honors
.KYVU enrollment skyrockets
to more than 5, 000 in two years county for top fundraising efforts
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFf WRITER

BY SEVERO AVILA
STAfF WRITER

Murray State is just one of Ken·
tuclcy's universities to get involved
in the Kentucky Virtual University
program. Students can get their
degrees entirely online.
The Kentucky Virtual University
program began in 1999 and offered
an alternative to attending school on
campus. KYVU's goal was to reach
out to people who would not normal·
ly get a college degree.
With a starting figure of235 online
users in 1999, the program's fall
enrollment numbers have increased
by more than 2,000 percent, with
5,000 students currently enrolled.
KYVU is a consortium of the
state's public universi'ties. Eleven
universities in Kentucky are partici·
pating. Murray State is one such uni·
versity.
"If a student goes to KYVU and
wants to take courses toward a par·
ticular degree, or just independent
courses at Murray State, then they
are referred to us," said Linda Miller,
director for the center of teaching,
learning and technology. "They can
take their courses and even get a
degree completely online."
Miller said the Center for Teach·
ing. Learning and Technology is
responsible for teaching faculty how
to instruct online courses. It shows
professors how to use Blackboard.
"Blackboard is the course manage·
ment program we use to teach online
courses," she said. "We train teach·
ers in groups and one·on-one, how to
use that program, and we also train
students that will help the teachers to
put instructional material up on
Blackboard."
John Yates, dean of the Center for
Continuing Education, said Murray

/flay -a4! 7J~'1tf11141f~?
C.lt 7S8-0TOO

The American Cancer Society honored Calloway
County for ranking No. 1 in the nation in per capita
fund raising in il<. 200 I Relay for Life.
Ca<hairs Paul and Rosanne Radke accepted the
award Qn behalf of the county at a banquet in Anaheim. Calif.. earlier this month. Paul Radke said the
trophy will initially be displayed in the offices of the
relay's corporate offices and then placed in a pennanent home ebewhere in the community.
'This h the American Cancer Society's biggest
e\'ent," Rosanne Radke said. "No other non-profit
organization ha' anything that comes close to this."
Calloway County's Relay for Life raised more
money per capita than any other community with a
population betw~:en 30 and 35,000. The Radkes said
the fund raiser. which took place la~t May in Stewart
Stadium. collected about $302,000 overall, or $8.69
per person in the county.
"It's not often that you get to be No. l in the nation
in something. Especially .something that's so impor·
tant and widely panicipated in," Paul Radke said. "It
really says something about the community and the
University.''
In addition to ranking No. I in the nation, the Rad-

kes said Calloway County had the largest relay in
Kentucky regardless of county population. Last year,
it was the first in the state to surpass the $200.000
mark, and this year it wns the first to surpa'>S the
$300,000 marie
'"This award shows that our community is really
giving and supportive in the tight uguin!>t cancer,"
Rosanne Radke said. '"That's basically it. We want to
beat cancer."
The Radkes said Murray State is important to the
success of Relay for Life. Paul Radke said of the 125
teams that participated, 20 were from the University.
Rosanne Radke !-aid Calloway County hold, il-;
relay earlier than other communities so that more 'tu·
dents can participate.
··We've been really fortunate," Rosanne Radke
said. ''We have a great facility with plenty of room.
and we get a lot of support from the University."
TI1e Radkes said the 15-hour event takes place the
first weekend of May. At least one member from
each B·to-15-member team mu~t stay on the track at
all times.
"Relay for Life is a celebration of the efforts of the
fund-raisers and a celebration of cancer survivor·
ship,'' Paul Radke said. 'The profits go to cancer
research, education programs and JY.ttient support.
Also, a large portion of it stays in our community."

Temperance League attempts to stop
alcohol sales in liquor-by-drink towns
STAFF REPORT

Photo Illustration by Rob Brown/The News
State offers a variety of program~
and courses.
"Currently we offer a Baccalaure·
ate in independent studies. and we
also participate with several other
universities in offering a master's in
learning disability disorders," Yates
said. "In addition, Murray State also
offers about 60 courses. Those
include courses toward a particular

program and independent courses."
Yates said enrollment has grown
since the program' s inception .
"Since we started this program at
Murray State in the fall of '99,
enrollment has grown tremendous·
ly," Yates said. "Murray State has
about 900 :-;tudents enrolled at the
moment, and that number increases
every semester."

The Temperance League of Kenrucky has filed a
lawsuit in an attempt to stop alcohol sales in restauranL' in six communities. including Murray.
Last November. Murr.ly residents voted to pa-;s a
restaur.u~t referendum allowing the sale of liquor by
the drink in rel>tauranL-. seating at least 100 people and
deriving at lea<;t 70 percent of their revenues from
food sales.

If the lawsuit is successful, not only would alcohol
sales come to a halL. but future local-option elections
would be prohibited.
Since the law to allov. local-option elections took
effect July 200), sales have been approved in Murray.
Guthrie, Kuttawa, Georgetown, Rndcliff and Shelby
County.
B~ause there is no time l'mme for the court to
make its decision in a case, justices generJIJy take seventl months to come to a decision.

New Year's Eve alcohol resolution fails
STAFF REPORT

The Murray Restaur.mt Association's request to
extend the deadline for serving alcohol in local restau·
r.u~ts from midnight to I a.m. on New Year's Eve this
year was denied by the Murray City Council.
In a 5·5 vote that was broken by Mayor Freed Curd,
the council opted not to make any exceptions to the
alcohol ordinance until June I, 2002. The decision

prohibits the council from further re.,tricting or
extending alcohol sales until thnt time,
Members of the Murray Restaurc1111 A~sociation.
indudmg 15th & Olive. Saturdays. Applebee' s
Neighborhood Grill and Bar, the Btg Apple Cafe and
the Bull Pen Fine Steaks and Spirits. argued that with
lhc N:rving deadline for Murray set at midnight, those
celebmting the holiday will take mJvantage of Ten·
nessee's serving curfew of 3 a.m.

y l • • .....

1506 Chestnut Street
(across from the I&T Building)
www.LHouse.org
AJI services free of charge.

MondaY · Free Pool All DaY Lons
Wednesd~

Nieht · $1 BEER HaPPY Hour · $1 BEER
OOW Mi ~ t U!f>& Mon.-Sat. 5·1 P.m.

ld Free Pregnancy Test
~Information About ALL Choices
!;;I Caring and Confidential Help

Pizza. BBQ. Pool. Big Screen TU

641 In Pun~ear. TN
('l31J 24'l·5813

save $.0.1 on Each Gallon of Gas You Purchase
w h e n Yo u s h ow Yo u r c u r r e n t Racer I.D.

Relax in Hawaii and be back
to class in one hour!

ll®fiill
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Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian
Islands of Oahu, Maui, or Kawai with your first
visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage
Center of Murray. The beautiful tropical-themed
center is open with three certified therapists
whose only job is to give you the best massage.
So, you will never have to be behind spa or
beauty shop customers.

How Banking Should Be

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Dean, Sheila
or Margaret at 767-0045.

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray
P.S. • Low intro rates good thru December only!
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Hart College renovations near completion ·
"We' re not making anyone go
back," Wilson said. "Right now.
anyone who has done the (roomreup) who said they want 10 stay
where they are are going to stay
there. The only people who are
going to move are the ones who
actually asked to move."
Wilson said on Nov. 8, a tour of
the improvements was given to
about 130 students who were
assigned to Hart or had lived in
Hart last year on. Hart College
Head Chuck Hulick and Interim
Special Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs Paula
Hulick conducted the tour.
He said the tour wa~ used to show
students the repairs to the waterrelated parts of the rooms. since the
improvements are not immediately
noticeable.
Wilson said much of the work
was done to the sinks, showers and
waterlines.
Wilson said the majority of students who went on the tour said

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

HousiNG
WILL SEND
LETTERS
OUTLINING
THE PROCESS
TO MOVE
BACK INTO
HART
COLLEGE
BEFORE THE
END OF THIS
SEMESTER FOR
RESIDENTS
WISHING TO
RETURN.

NEWS EDITOR

Hart College residents may have
the chance to move back into their
old rooms sooner than they thought.
Interim Director of Housing and
Residential Life David Wilson said
his office will soon send letters to
former Hart College residents and
freshmen who had listed Hart as
their first choice, letting them know
the details of how and when they
can move into the college.
Wilson said the goal is to give
those who want to move back into
Hart early the opportunity before
the end of the semester.
Wilson said many reasons contributed to moving residents back in
bef:Cre the start of next semester,
including needing space in other
residential colleges for new students. gelling all the former residents of Hart out of Calloway Inn
and the desire of residents to get
back into Hart.

they wanted to move back into Hart
before the end of the semester if
they had the opportunity.
Wilson said reports he has gotten
from the · Student Government
Association and the Hart College
Residential College Council show
many Hart residents are eager to
move back into the college before
the end of the semester so they will
not have to worry about moving all
of their belongings when they come
back from Winter Break in January.
Hart College Residence Director
Scott Danner said the students
scheduled to return to Hart are anxious to get back in the building.
''Anyone who has lived in the
building before is ready to get back
into the atmosphere (of Hart),"
Danner said. " I just started in this
position a little over a month ago,
so I'm anxious to get everyone back
in there and actually have a building.''
Danner said the programs put on
by the Hart resident advisers scat-

tered throughout the residential colleges have had average attendance.
and the programs on the Hart first
floor lobby had very good attendance.
Wi lson said he also wants to try
to get some help from the University community to help students
move back in. similar to what happens during Great Beginnings
before the start of the fall semester.
This will specially benefit those
living at Calloway Inn. College
Courts and at Regents and White'
College.
Wilson said an advantage to an
early move-in is it will enable
Housing officials open rooms to
assign new students for the spring
semester.
Other advantages include completing room change and roommate
requests they were unable to complete because of a lack of space and
having room for students who need
to .stay in Murray during Winter
Break because of a I 0-month con-

tract
"The more people that we can get
to move before Christmas, that wiJl
give us the opportunity to clean
their rooms and get (the rooms)
ready after Christmas so we then
can put new people in those spaces
and have spaces to assign," Wilson
said.
A leak was discovered on the east
side of the seventh floor of the
building earlier in the month, but
W ilson said it should not affect
Hart's reopening before the end of
the semester. Some of the carpet
and floor tiles sustained minor damages.
"It looked worse than it actually
was." Wilson said.
Wilson said if students who are
supposed to move back into Hart
decide to wait until the spring. they
would likely only have the day
before the residential colleges open
for the spring semester to move
their belongings into Hart.

. .'

Careless behavior near end of semester can lead to thefts
BY M ARCI OwEN
ASSISTANT News Eo1TOR

As the semester nears its end,
Public Safety officials encourage
students to keep a clo~e eye on
their belongings as theft numbers
increase.
Larry Nixon. Public Safety
assistant director, said the number
of thefts on ~ampus increases by
approximately 25 percent in the
last month of each semester.
"These arc times of tests and
preparing to leave," Nixon said.
"More opportunities are presented

for thefts since most students are
focused on everything but thefts.
until they are a victim."
Nixon said the most common
items stolen are bicycles.
"Bikes reported stolen on campus are usually the result of the
bike not being secured and someone simply riding otT and later
dropping it somewhere on campus," Nixon said.
Nixon said the major difficulty
Public Safety experiences in
recovering and returning bicycles
is the lack of some form of identification for the bike.

"Often the only identification is
the color and maybe the brand
name." Nixon said. 'This makes
returning a recovered bike difficult
at best."
To address this concern, Nixon
said Public Safety has offered to set
up a program to assist students in
marking personal propeny. He said
the progrum will initially focus on
bicycles and be expanded later.
Electronic equipment. such as
computer hardware, VCRs. TVs
and CD players, are Lhe second
most commonly stolen items.
Nixon said.

''These thefts usually occur in two
locations, either the residential college room or a student's vehicle,"
Nixon said. "Most often the vehicle
is not locked, and the item taken is
in plain view and easily picked up.''
Book bag thefts also are a common occurrence as the semester
ends, Nixon l>aid.
Interim Director of Housing and
Residenrial Life David Wilson said
the increase in book bag thefts may
be anributed to the ease of selling
back books ut the end of the semester.
'They may feel less likely to be

questioned if they bring books to
sell back at the end of the semester
because it's easier to sell books
back al the end of the semester than
other times during the semester,"
Wilson said.
Tips suggested by Nixon to help
prevent thefts on campus include:
•Be aware that any property left
unattended or unsecured could be
the target of a theft.
•Rooms, when not occupied,
should always be locked.
•Personal property should be
marked in some way to positively
identify it This includes recording

serial numbers.
•Be aware of people in the residential colleges that do not seem
to belong.
•Do not leave book bags, coats,
jackets or anything of value unattended. Most often, if someone has
to go to any trouble. they may not
be inclined to steal. Thefts of
opponunity are the most common.
Said Nixon: ''While thefts wiU
never be totally eliminated, often,
simple precautions can deny the
availability of targets for the
opportunistic thief."
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The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to thank
all those who contributed to Kidnap for Robbie.
You helped us raise over $1,100 for Children's Play
Therapy. A special thanks to the following
for their contributions:
Joe Panunzio • Mike Young • Lori Dial • lillian Payne
Ginny Richerson • Rebecca Francis • Dr. Robertson

Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor.
For infonnation contact:
1-800-525-3456, or
www .trustfor life.or g

Thanks to TiiTan~ & .Jessica for ••II ~uur hard \Wrk!
You did a ~rl•at juh!
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Career Services Student Workers
Stude nt Career Coordinators
.MSO Curris Center Staff
MSO Food Service Staf f
M.SO Student Affairs
28 S c h o o ls in Atte nda n ce
130 Students in Attendance
Facu l t y / S~a ff i n A t t e nda n ce
College of Education
MSO S t udent Ambassadors

would like to thank
the following for
assisting with the
2001 Fall Teacher Thanks and we look forward to the Spring Teacher
Career Fair:
Career Fair to be held Friday, April 12, 2002!
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Con gratulatio n s to LLL
fo r winning Fall Fest!
Thanks to all sororities who
participated!
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25%Off AU Scrapbooking Supplies
($10.00 Miinun Purchase)

r.ess Mlat We've Cot

Every Friday Till Chrisbnas
416 Main Sl
Murray

We are ooen
Moo.· Fri. 9a.m.•5p.m.
Sabrday 10a.m. · 4p.m.

Phone: 753-0859
Ed: WlltasD@IDmaY-b~tii •'*•-IICIIIsllaata!a
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ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS!
You are invited to attend our Giant An niversary
Sale. Sale is being held Friday Nov. 16th through
Sunday Dec. 2nd. Fantastic savings on most
merchand ise up to 60% off. Remember, we're not
just antiques, we're a variety super store with
something for everyone.
H mi les from

M-F 10:00-4:30
Sat- 10:30-5:00
Su n 1:00-5:00

Murray at the
KY-TN Line
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PHONE:

ThisWeek
•RecitalSenior
Recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•saturday
•Exam- LSAT, 8:30
a.m., Ordway Hall
room 206.

•sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•RecitalGuest
Artist Recital,
3:30 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall. . Free
admission.
•RCA- Hanging of
the Green, 4 to 5 p.m.,
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge.

•mondaJ
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

•bte$daJ
•Last day to withdraw
from all classes with a
grade of "WP" or
"WE."
•Exam- OED, 7:45
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Ordway Hall lobby.
•Senior BreakfastDecember
Senior
Breakfast, 8 a.m.,
Curris Center Ballroom. Free to all
graduating seniors
and graduate students.
•Faculty
SenateFaculty Senate meeting, 3:30 p.m., Curris
Center Barkley Room
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Concert- Percussion Concert, 8 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•wednesdaJ
•Exam- OED, 7:45
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Ordway Hall Lobby.
•Faculty Recital- 8
p.m.,
Performing
Arts
Hall.
Free
admission.

•thursdCIJ
•Recital- 6:30 p.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall.
Free admission.
•Play- "Lovers," 7
p.m., Wilson Hall
Studio Theater. Seating limited to 70,
first·come,
firstserved. Mature audiences only.
•Recital- 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

762..U80
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Dentist sinks teeth into music
BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State alumnus Bryan Fox is following his dream and hoping to bring some of his
success back to Murray State.
Fox, who majored in biology while at Murray State and later moved to Louisville to
earn a doctorate in dentistry, also pursued his
true passion. music.
While studying in Murray, Fox released his
first CD, "Through It All," which sold 600
copies in Jess than three months. After he
moved to Louisville, he joined a cover band
where he met current band member Danny De
La Cruz. Fox later met Hugo Ferreira, lead
singer from Tantric, who produced three of
Pox's original songs.
"There's so much help from everyone," Fox
said. "It really is one big family up here.
Some of the top bands really help each other
out."
After hearing the potential in Fox's songs,
drummer Ryan Murphy left another
Louisville band and joined Folt.
"Ever smce I've been in Louisville I've
been told 'Ryan Murphy is the best in town,'"
Fox said. "So after Hugo and I worked m the
studio I took it to Ryan. He said he'd love to
work with us."
De La Cruz then joined and became a major
influence and songwriting force in the band.
Bass player, Brian Vinson, became the final
member to join.
Vinson, a trained jazz musician, played
with Days of the New on its second album.
Vinson heard the songs already recorded and
decided to try out as soon as he learned the
group needed a bass player.
"We got him fresh off the second Days of
the New album," Fox said. "It's really cool,
because he chose us over Days of the New."
With the band assembled, a demo was
released, but nothing was good enough for a
manager.
"We recently re-recorded everything," Fox
said. "Now we have the same management as
Tantric."
The Bryan Fox Band is the first band in
Louisville to get full rotation on the radio
without a record deal in 10 years. The band's
debut song. "Yes," has been played up to
seven times a day, which is the limit for any
artist.
At its release, "Yes" became the most
requested song on both WFTX 100.5's and
WLRS l05.1's local rock shows. The Bryan
Fox Band has since released six more songs
on the local shows, each one being the most
requested song the week they were released.

Leeann Patterson/Guest

Bryan Fox, far right, Murray State alumnus, fronts the Bryan Fox Band. Seven of the band's nine demo songs have been
the most requested songs on Louisville local rock shows. The band is now trying to sell its demo CDs at Murray State.
Fox also ha'i met with Rick Pa.rasha.r. the
producer of Pearl Jam' s debut album, ' 'Ten."
and the band now is doing a showcase with
Electra Records.
"Everything's happening so fast right
now," Fox said. "I think it's on everyone·~
mind right now that we'll be the next thing
oul of Louisville."
The only problem the band is having now is
finding a label to sign with.
''Of course, it's November now. so it ' s
tough to get a record deal," Fox said. "Record
labels set a budget at the beginning of the
year. Now, this late in the year they're out of

money or they're concentrating on the bands each, which compare-; to the price of $13.99 on
the Bryan Fox Band Web site at
they already have signed."
Josh Hinton. junior from Russel ville, is try· www .mp3.com/bryunfox.
The Web site offers visitors the chance to lising to help the bnnd get signed. Hinton, an
ten
to the nine songs from the band's demo, and
Alpha Sigma Phi and one of Fox's fraternity
catch
up on the latest news and happenings.
brothers, has been in contact with Fox. trying
For students with a slow connection or the
to get the band' s demo COs sold in Murray.
lack of software to listen to the songs, the
"If I can get 100 of the COs sold he'll come
Bryan Fox Hand will be playing an all-ages
perform at Murrny. either for the fraternity or shpw l_)cjc. I 4 nt Mom· s Music. located at 171 0
for the Un1versity," ' Hinton so'\d. "lf it !goes E. I 0 St. in Jeffersonville, Ind.
my way. I'd like It:> set Up a booth or ~orne
The band will also be opening for Tantric on
thing at the Curris Center ~ith one of the CDs New Year' s Eve at Jillion's of Louisville Jil·
playing.''
lian' s is located at 630 Barret Ave, just off
The COs will be sold on campus for $12 Broadway.

Residential colleges prepare for holidays
BY ANGEL CRONEY

is a outdoor performance depicting the story of
the birth of Christ."
Clark RA Jedidiah Killough. senior from
Nortonville, said some Clark residents would
be unending 'The Celebration,· which is a
musical, on Dec. 2.
ClnrK. College also will participate in the
Winslow window-decorating contest.
"We (Elizabeth College re1.idents) are hosting a coat drive for those in need," said Elizabeth College Residential College Council President Levi Barkett, junior from Iuka, 111.
Eli;aheth also is joining some other residential colleges with the decorating of the windows at Winslow.
Robcn McGaughey. journalism profe!>sor,
nnd Robert Valentine. journalism ~enior lecturer. also are putting on a holiday comedy show
in Elizabeth.
Regents College is decorating at Winslow
also.
"Our RCC is adopting two families from the
Need Line. nnd we are collecting money to buy
present for that family." said Regents RA
Leslie Rheinccker, junior from Pinckneyville.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The residential colleges are getting into the
spirit of the holidays with a variety of activities
from decorating to helping the less fortunate.
Eight of the nine residential colleges are participating in a decorating contest for the holidays in which they decorate their breezeways
or front lobbies. The winner will receive the
spirit flag and $250. The deadline is Dec. 2.
The decorating contest is not the only thing
that the residential colleges are doing to get
into the spirit of Christmas.
Springer College has jars set up in its lobby
belonging to each of its resident advisers. Residents of Springer can put donations in their
RA'sjar.
"For every $15 that each RA gets. they get a
pie in the face," said Springer RA Jodi O'Connell, sophomore from Jacksonville, Ill. "The
money raised for the RAs is given to a child
that will be adopted for Christmas."
Hester College is planning on adopting a
family that is less fortunate. The college is trying to make sure the family has food to eat and
the children have toys to play with. Hester also
will have a Christmas party on Dec. 10, Hester
RA Ken Ashlock, graduate student from East
Alton, Ill.. said.
"We (Franklin College residents) are paint·
ing a window at Winslow Dining Hall, and
each college can have a chance to paint a particular window," said Franklin College RA
Dawn Ray, sophomore from Paducah. ''Il will
give the college a chance to express themselves
with something that has to do with the holidays
and also their college."
Franklin also is raising pennies to support a

KEELHAUL

Ill.

White College will participate in a variety of
events including Hanging of the Green. The
college also will hold a HaiVest Dance. White
RA Adriane Mays. senior from Southfield,
l<arri Rubeci</TIJe News

Amanda Chapman, junior from Salem, Ill., Tabitha Morris, freshman from ScottsviUe and Sly
Merritt, junior from Clarksville, Tenn., decorate the Christmas tree in Clark College.
less fortunate family.
"Richmond College is having a holiday
spaghetti dinner, and we are donating to chari ty like usual," said Richmond RA Sara Arment.
junior from Mt. Vernon, Ill. "We are planning

on giving money and gifls."
" We arc having n holiday dinner on Dec. 12
at 5 p.m. .'' said Clark RA Nolan Patton, 'enior
from Eddyville. "We are alsu taking groups of
students lO the 'Living Nativity' tonight. which

Mich ..

~aid.

Although many of the activities for the holiday season arc associated wiLh Christmas. not
all of the residentiul colleges are limitin~ their
decorations to one celebration
Said Barkett: "Our college is not only limiting our decorating to Christmas. We are also
decorating for Kwanzaa and Hanukkah for
those who believe in those holidays."

GetOut
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.M idnight movies bring
classics back to big screen

Top five
•music
1. Garth Brooks - ''Scarecrow"
2. Britney Spears - "Britney"
3. Shakira - "Laundry Service"
4. Michael Jackson - "Invicible"
5. Enya - "A Day Without
Rain"

8Y EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

•movies
1. Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone
Starring Daniel Radcliffe and
Robbie Coltrane

2. Monsters, Inc.

Starring the voices of John
Goodman and Billy Crystal

3. Spy Game

Starring Robert Redford and
Brad Pttt
4. Black Knight
Starring Martm Larwence

5. Shallow Hal
Starring Gwenyth Paltrow and
Jack Black
Source: Associated Press

• books
1. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
2. J.K. Rowling - "Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets"
'
3. J.K. Rowling - "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
4. John Grisham - "Skipping
Christmas''
5. J .K. Row ling - "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire"

•website of the week
www.getthatgig.com
If you are lookmg for a job or
just an internship then check
out this Web site that provides
information on internship and
job opportunities around the
nation and what you need to
know in order to get them.

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town

\

Source: Associated Press

Source: Associated Press

ll

For Murray State students who miss classic
movies from the 1970s and 1980s or were
just too young to see them when they were
actually released in theaters, Cheri Theatres
in Murray is offering them a second chance.
Beginning tonight, Cheri Theatres will rerelease the 1985 classic movie "The
Goonies" as the first of a series of midnight
movies that the theater is experimenting
with.
"We are going to give it about two or three
weeks to see how they do, then we'll go from
there." John Hopkins, Cheri Theatres owner,
said.
Hopkins said the theater has plans to show
older. classic movies such as "Animal
House" and the "Raiders of the Lost Ark"
series. Hopkins said the theater is going to
begin by showing movies that everyone can
enjoy and may move into playing harder
movies as they begin to find out who their
core audience is.
"We're not really trying to target any particular group," Hopkins said. "At the start.
we're not going to play anything too hard.
We want high school students to be able to
come; however. if it becomes really popular
with college students, we'll try to show
something just for them."
Hopkins said the theater is looking at
movies such as "A Clockwork Orange" to
target the college-aged audience.
Hopkins said although this is not Cheri
Theatre's first time to show midnight
www.goonies.com
movies, they are going about it a bit differCheri Theatre will begin showing midnight movies tonight with the 1980s clasently this time.
sic "The Goonies." Tickets will be available at S p.m. and will cost $4.
"About 10 or 15 years ago we used to play
"The Goonies" was originally released in sure in order to help their parents keep their
'The Rocky Horror Picture Show' on every
1985 and has since been re-relcased on VHS homes. As the treasure hunt ensues. the
Friday and Saturday night for about six
and a recent special edition DVD. "The group runs into trouble with a notorious
months straight," Hopkins said. "A movie Goonies" was directed by Richard Donner crime family. a hidden pirate ship and a
like that, where they throw rice and every- and wa~ written by Steven Spielberg and friendly character named Sloth.
thing really tears up your theater, so we're Chris Columbus.
Hopkins .said prices for the midnight movie
not sure if we're going to get into anything
"The Goonies" helped launch the careers showings will be $4, which is the same as
like that movie this time."
of such 1980's teenage stars as Corey Feld- regular matinee movie prices. Ticket sales
Hopkins said Cheri Theatre chose to play man, Sean Austin, Jo~h Brolin and Manha will begin at five tonight during regular Dblt
"The Goonies" as the first midnight movie Plimpton.
office hours. Tonight's showing of "The
"The Goonies" tells the story of u group of Goonies" will begin at midnight. For more
because it appeals to audiences of all ages
teenagers who go in search of a pirate's trea- information call 753-3314 or 753-8084.
and is considered a favorite of many.

Congratulations to our newest
Beta Nu Officers 2001 - 2002

A

ee

President............................................................................................Sara Williamson
VP Programming aRituai................................................Mary Susan Partin
VP Membership Education ...............................................Rhiannon Mitchell
VP PR ft Recruitment...........................................................................Sara Perdue
VP Alumnae aHeritage................................................................EIIen Orndorff
Secretary...........................................................................................Whitney Arnold
Treasurer.................................................................................................Emily Cleaver
PR Chairman ................................................"........................................Ashley Smith
Editor/Historian....................................................................................Katie Rowell
Scholarship Chairman .......................................................................Brooke Flick
•
Philanthropic Chairman .....................................................................Karen Stolt
Assistant Philanthropic.................................................Ashley Techenbrock
, Ritual Chairman............................................................
Beth Irwin
Standards Chairman.............................................................Rebecca Medlock
Assistant Standards.............................................
Keara Wallace
New Member Education Chairman......................................Lauren Porter
Assistant Treasurer.........................,..............
Jamie Danner
Panhellenic Voting Delegate.....................................................Jennifer King
Panhellenic Delegate...................................................................Courtney Allen
Panhellenic Delegate.........................................................................Beth Jarboe
Social Chairman .......................................................................Jennifer Shadrick
Housing Chairman.._...........................................................................Karly Grither
Songleader............................................................................................Christy Nobel
lntramurals Chairman ....................................................................Mikaela Scott

Saturdays - Hoosier Daddy. 9
tonight.

Downtown - If you need help
getting into the Christmas
spirit then head out to the
Murray Rotary Club's annual
Christmas parade. The parade
will begin at 10 a.m. Dec. 1 on
IOtb street and proceed downtown.

•1 hour drive
Paducah -The holiday season
is here and so are the Christmas lights. If you want to see
the best in the area, then head
to Noble Park after dark to
view the annual holiday lights
celebration.

• 2 hour drive
Memphis- If you missed Sinbad when he made his appearance at the Regional Special
Events Center last year, then
here's your chance to make up
for it by catching his performance at 8 p.m. on Dec. 1 at
the Orpheum Theatre in Memphis. Tickets are $34.50 to
$44.50.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Kansas City, Mo. - If you
want to see the band that
brought you hits like "Buddr,
Holly" and "Say It Ain't So, '
or just can't get enough of Jack
Black. then head out to Kansas
City, Mo. and catch Weezer
and ·:Yenacious D in concert at
7:30 tonight at t.he Municipal
Auditorium.
Tickets
are
$28.50.

0

is hiring Advertising
Sales Representatives
and a Business
Manager for the
spring semester

u ............................

u ......................

u ...............................
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We want to thank all of the outgoing
officers for doing a wonderful job this past year!
Congratulations to:

Elrea B e n n e t t
Senior Sweetheart
&
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Auction
benefits
art students
BY ScoTT G 1ssoN
ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Murray State's art department is hosting
its annual Holiday Art Auction today. featuring artwork from facu lty. students and
alumni.
The auction will feature artwork available
for bid and purcha~e. Works will include
everything from paintings and drawings to
jewelry. ceramics and woodwork
"Just about every aspect of the vi~ual art!-.
we offer in the arts program will be on display at the auction," said Camille Serre,
head of art education.
All artwork in the auction has been donated by the artists, and all proceeds from the
auction will benefit art students.
"The purpose is an annual fund-raising
event" Serre said. "The money is raised for
student scholarships and the visiting artist
program."
The visiting artist program allows professional artists to come to Murray State and
work with students in different ways.
Jim Bryant, University art gal leries director, -.aid two different auctions are taking
place. There will be a day-long silent auction starting at 9 a.m. featuring nearly 40
piece .. and a live auction at 7:30p.m. featuring nearly double that. Both auctions will
end at the conclusion of the live auction.
"The silent auction is more private,"
Bryant said. "If you don't want anyone to
know who you are or what piece you are bidding on. you can place your bid on a slip of
paper. Anyone who wants to bid, but won· t
be there for the live auction, can always bid
in the silent auction at anytime during the
day."
The live auction will feature Jimmy Tate,
owner of Murray Auto Auction, as auctioneer.
''He's served as an auctioneer in the past,"
Serre said. "Jimmy is well-known in the
,community, which should help draw a good
crowd."
The Holiday Art Auction will take place in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. located on the
Doyle Fine Arts Building sixth noor. A ll
works can be previewed throughout the day.
There will be a preview and reception party
at 6 p.m., at wruch time bidders can look at
the pieces and have refreshments.
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Artwork expresses students emotions
BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE lifE EDITOR

The Sept. I I attacks on America affected inoividual
Murray State students in different ways.
Some demonstrated their emotions by donating
items such as blood. clothing or teddy bears, others
expressed thetr emotions through tears and prayers,
and others chose a more creative outlet to express
their emotions.
Meghan Carmody. junior from St. Louis, is one of
the laner students. Carmody has expressed her e mo·
tions on a 40-by-6 foot drawing that demonstrates
what she visualizes the sky looking like after the
attacks on the World Trade Center.
"This drawing represents the space that was left in
the sky by the attack:;," Carmody said. "It was completely inspired by the attacks on the World Trade
Center."
Although the drawing was not a n actual class
assignment, Carmody began the drawing as part of
her advanced art class.
"Our teacher gave us a paper. and a t first I couldn •t
decide what to do," Carmody said. " However, I was
so inspired by the attacks that I decided to do a drawing about them."
Carmody '>ilid she used powdered tempera as a
primer and pastels and colored penci ls to begin the
drawing. Carmody said the paper she used for the
drawing also has an interesting history. The pape r was
passed down to Carmody from Daniel Leys. art pro·
fessor. and was passed down to Leys from a teacher
that instructed him during his days as a graduate student.
"l had the paper left over from the late 1970s and
had no reason to keep it around," Leys said. "She

carne to me w ith this idea, and we went with it from
there."
Leys said Carmody worked on several drawings of
smaller magnitude on rougher paper before she began
the project.
"After seeing her other works, I knew that if she
was given this opportunity she could really do something with it," Leys said.
Carmody said reactions she has received to the
drawing have been positive s6 far.
" I have been told that people find it kind of meditative," Carmody said.
Although the drawing is already on display, Carmody said it will not be completed for quite sometime. Carmody said she plans to work on the drawing
throughout the next year and have it completed by
Sept. I I, 2002.
"Part of the reason the drawing will take so long to
complete is because of its size;· Carmody said. "However, the main reason is becau~e I want to put time
into it and let a year pass with the picture."
Carmody's 40-foot draw ing is on display in the
Curris Center Art Gallery along with other works by
advanced art students.
The exhibit is called "Recent Drawings" and features the best and most ~xperimental works by the
advanced art class. The exhibit wm be on display in
the Curris Ce nter G allery through Dec. 3.
The C urris Center Gallery is located on the ground
floor of the C urris Center and is open during regular
Curris Center hours. Admission is free to the public.
Said Leys: "This is a great exhibit and l hope students will ta ke the opportunity to come out and see
these works."

Dale Leys/Guesl

Meghan Carmody, j unior from St Louis, is displaying
her 40-by-6 foot dra~ing in the Curris Center Gallery.

MIFA brings classics to Curris Center
BY KYSER LOUGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray Independe nt Fi lmmakers Association
has been causing quite a stir on campus in the three
years it has been in existence.
lts activities include movie nights, anime nights and
film festivals. not to mention making independe nt
ftlms. AU of these projects make MIFA a very active
club.
Shanah Zigler, sophomore from Franklin. Tenn., said
MIFA has two main objectives: to inform the public
about film making and to entertain.
"We want to make Murray more aware of independent film making and films in general. not to mention
providing some entertainment for Murray,'' Zigler said.
Part of the ente rtainment that MIFA brings to Murray
is its film showings. So far this ~;emester they have
shown movies like ··snatch" and "Ghostbusters" to the
public at no charge.
Zigler said attendance at the showings has been more

than expected.
"I was surprised at how many people showed up for
' Ghostbusters·,'' Zigler said.
Tonight will be the last film showing of the semester.
as MIFA presents "Labyrinth" at 7:30p.m. in the Cur- ris Center Theater. Admission to the film is free.
The film showings will continue next semester, and
MIFA will advertise the names of the films and showing dates once the spring semester begins.
Along with the fil m showings. MIFA holds an anime
night once a month where it showcases various Japanese a nimations.
MIFA also works on independent films.
"Me mbers have made al l kinds of movies including
stop-motion, parody and mild comedy,'' said member
Josh Kitchens, junior from Henderson.
Whe n MIF A fi rst started three years ago, most of the
films made we re a group effort. Over the years, this has
changed.
"Right now. most fi lms are made independently,''
Kitche ns said. "There aren't many group projects anymore."

However. MIFA is working to bring back the group
movicmaking with a project involving many members
beginning next semester.
"We can't really say much until we start the project,"
Zigler said " lt"s very hush hush.''
The films made by members are shown twice a year
at the MIFA film festival . Held once each semester. the
festival showcases various types of movies made by
student.;.
"Any student is welcome to submit a film for the festival," said John Gibson, senior from Henderson. "They
don't necessarily have to be in the club."
The next film festival will be during the second week
of April.
MIFJ\ holds its meetings every other Sunday at 8
p.m. in the Curris Center Cumberland Room. The next
MIFA meeting is Dec. 2. and everyone intere!tted is
invited.
Members of MIFA are involved in all aspects of film
production, including lighting. l!et and costume design.
For more information on MIFA check its Web site at
www.mifa.4t.com.

Highly.
Opinionated?

Meet with recruiters, assist with career
fairs, give presentations to classes, and
attend reg~lar meetings.
Earn a 2-hour credit, improve job search
skills and network with professionals
while preparing for a career.
Marlo Rhodes in Career Services at
762-3803, 210 Ordway or by email
at: marlo.rhodes@murraystate.edu.
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We'll take anybody.

Really.
Think you know EVERYTHING? The Murray Stale News Opinion section needs opinions!
Call 762-4468 or drop by our office: Wilson Hall. room 111.
Spin Zones optional. Really.
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NCAA upsets
begin early
this season
The 2001-2002 NCAA Men's Basketball season is less than a month old,
and already upsets have occurred left
and right. Cinderella can't seem to wail
until March . Every time you check the
ticker on ESPN 2 or ESPN News.
another top-seeded team seems to be
getting beat by a mid-major school.
The big upset in this region occurred
on Nov. 15 when Western Kentucky
shocked the state of Kentucky by
defeating the beloved Wildcats. who
were ranked 4th in the nation at the
time. The following week WKU
entered the Coaches Poll Ranked No.
25. After wins over Evansville and
Murray
State,
po
Western Kentucky
is now ranked No.
17 in the nation.
Even after a loss to
Creighton. at the
beginning of the
season, who would
have
thought
WKU would be
one of the top
teams
in
the
KEVIN
nation?
THOMAS
Arizona is anoth"THIS PARADE er Cinderella story
this season. I know
OF UPSETS IS
many of you are
EXCITING AND wondering how a
Final Four team
HAS EVERYONE from last year can
TUNING INTO be a Cinderella
team. When you
COLLEGE BASdefeat three ranled
teams, lose four
KETBALL
starters and begin
BEFORE MARCH
the
sea~on
THIS SEASON." unranked.
that
gives you the title
of Cinderella in my opinion .
Since the beginning of the season,
Aritona has knocked off No. 5 Mary·
• land, No. 6 Florida and former top-25
Texas. The Wildcats are now ranked
No. 4 in the nation and have tough
game~; against Kansas and Illinois in
the next few weeks. Can their Cinderella o;eason continue?
Even Ball State has pulled some
majo r upsets early on this season. At
the Maui Invitational, the Cardinals
knocked off No.4 Kansas, and the next
day defeated then No. 3 UCLA. They
eventually lost to No. I Duke in the
championship game of the tournament,
but are ranked No. 25 in the most
recent coaches poll.
The only top teams that up to this
point have stayed away from the upset
are Missouri and Duke. To be truthful,
it seem~ these teams have been lucky
to get by without an upset this far in the
season.
Dule escaped being upset at the
Maui Invitational when the team beat
Seton Hall by one point. Missouri battled from I 1 points down with two and
half minutes to play to avoid the upset
against Iowa.
This parade of upsets is exciting and
has everyone tuning into college basketball before March this season. What
makes March Madness so exciting are
the upsets. Everyone loves 10 fill out
the brackets and try to pick the upset or
Cinderella story of the tournament.
Thus fur this season. Cinderella is
reigning supreme.
In the Murray State-Western Ken·
lucky game last Saturday night. Diddle
Arena in Bowling Green was sold out.
The last time 8.117 people filled that
arena was in 1993. Do you think a
majority of that crowd went to watch
Western Kentucky win? Probably. Did
8,117 people feel an upset in the making when the Racers had a 18-9 lead
with 16:57 left to play in the first half!
Probably.
In the end, will upsets change the
college basletball season'? No. Duke,
Illinois, Kentucky and Missouri will
probably have the be<;t chance at winning the national title, and that is fine
with me. It has been pleasant. however.
to watch schools who wouldn't stand a
chance against ranked schools pull the
upset for the past month .
lf the rest of this 200 1-2002 basketball season is anything like the first
month, it may be one of the greatest
seasons ever. Sure it would be fun to
watch a team like Duke or Missouri vie
for the undefeated season . It would be
tons of fun to watch most of the ranked
teams have a great season and win a
majority of their games.
The most enjoyable thing for me to
watch is the upset. March Madness is
the most exciting time in college
sports. Every year Cinderella mukes
her appearance at the big dance . This
season, in the form of Ari1ona. Westem Kentucky and Ball State. she has
already begun to dance.

S rts 11alk

Kevin Thomas is assistant .sports editor
for "The Murray State News. "
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Football season ends with loss at EIU
Sv JusTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDI TOR

Murray State finished it~ 2001
season with a 4-6 record after
losing Nov. 17 to Ohio Valley
Conference champion Eastern
Illinois. The loss left the Racers
with a 2-4 OVC record - fourth
best in the league - and their
first losing season since 1994 (5·

6).
"When you have the type of
season we had, it' s got to be disappointing." Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. "I think there
were some extenuating 'ircum
stances and different turns of
events that had a lillie bit of a
factor in that. but when that hap pens you have to take a step
back and evaluate the way things
are going."
The Panthers, currently ranked
No. 4 in the ESPNIUSA Today
Division 1-AA Poll. amas,ed
505 total yards of offense while
holding MSU to 335.
Sophomore quarterback Stewart Childress completed 18 or 32
pass attempts for 161
yards, giving him 2,079
yards for the season.
Childress is now
fourth on MSU ' s alltime passing list with
5,007 yards, only 30
yards behind third.
Junior running back
Gamer Byars gained

86 yards on 18 carries to lead the
Racers ' rushmg attack. followed
by junior Rilly Blanc hard with
58 yard::. on 15 attempts. Blanchard finished the sea-.on as
MSU's leading rusher wirh 715
yards, followed hy Byars with
676.
Junior receiver Marcus Chris·
ton led the Racers with six
catclies for 46 yards, giving him
a tc!am. high 50 catchc" this season. Senior Michael Slater led
MSU in receiv ing yards with
600. despite mbs ing the final
two g ames nf the se.ason because
of a leg injury. He finished the
season with 42 receptions.
One urea the Racers had to
make improvcrnl!nts in after last
season was
k i c k
returns.

T h e
addi
tion of
Chris t o n
and

junior comerback
Malcom
'Moore helped remedy that s ituation. MSU fini shed fourth in the
conference in kickoff-return
average, and tirst in punt returns.
Moore, the second -best punt
returner in the OVC this season,
said the play of the special learns
units is important. but more
improvements need to be made
before next year.
·•rherc's always room to get
better," Moore said. " I had a
decent year, but it will be better
next year. We're going to make
big improvements."
Punnunlil> said the illlprove·
ments in kick rduming forced
oppouellts to altel' their kid.1ng
stn.ttegies.
"I don' t think I' ve ever been a
part of a season where in the last
four or live games people refuse
to kick the ball deep to you,"
Pannuruio said. ''That's a c redit
to the g uys that are blocking, but
really a credit to Malcom and
Marcus."
The other area that
ncl~ded the most improvement frmn last season was
the Racers· defense . Pan numdo s aid the team still
has a great deal of work tn
do on defense, but that pos itive steps were taken this
season.
"Although we didn't get
the exa't numbers we wanted to, I really fee l deep in

Murray State quarterback Stewart Childress
is fourth on the Racers'
all-time passing yards
list after only two seasons. Childress, a
sophomore, threw for
2,928 yards last season
and 2,079 this year. He
is on pace to become
the top quarterback In
MSU history sometime
during his senior season.

my heart that we made strides,
a nd we've gotten better," Pannunt.io said. "We' ve gotten closer to the direction we want to

go.''
The most disappointing part of
the se ason for the Racers was
their offense. MSU averaged
4 52..9 yards and 3~ points per
game last year. Those number~
dropped to 3 89 yards and · 21.6
point:. per game this :.cason .
"Maybe, in ~ome way~. we
took a step back," Pannun7.iO
:.aid. ..Losing Uunior running
hack) Mario Riley for the bel!er
part of the year {becuu'>e of
injury) really hurt us. Stewart
didn't have the kind ot" year we
all thought he' d have ft)l whate ver reason. We've gmto evaluate that situation. We will get
better on offen'>e. We've got to
get some more playmakers out
there."
Pannunt.io said the Racers were
hindered by only playing three
horne games this season, but did
not blame the luck of wins this
season on lh<H hindrance.
" II" you use that as an excuse
and hide behind it, you' re really
not going to lea1 n from the senson," Pannunzio said. "This season could be really bene ficial for
us. Wht:n you look at all the
g ood programs when they got
tumed, they hit a dark spot nght
before they did it."
Several Racers were among

Mo in

players awarded AJJ .Q VC h onors this season. Sophomore kicker Shane Andrus, who connected
on 15 of 22 field goal a u c mpts
this season, was the only MSU
player named to the A II-OVC
first team.
.. 1 had concerns about o ur
kicking game heading into the
season, but Shane quickly lOok
over the place-kicking job ,"
Pannunzio ~aid . "We had trouble
:-;coring touchdowns insid e the
red zone this year, but every
time we got down there I k new
we had at least three poin ts
hecause Shane was nearly auto matic."
Junior offensive tackle Cli nt
PaJ"ker wao; the only o ffe nsive
player named to the second
team. Parker started eve ry game
at left tackle for the second consecutive season .
Three defensive players were
named to the second team
senior safety Jeremy Davis (58.5
tackles, four interce p tions) ,
senior defen!>tive end Ed Johnson
(50 tackles, 14 tackles for loss),
and junior defensive tack le
James Bridges (23.5 tackles, six
tackles for loss).
Senior tight end Josh McKeel
caught 21 passes for 26 I ynrds
this season and earned A IJ-OVC
honorable mention. as did senior
linebacker Zelbert Johnson (64.5
tackles) and sophomore safety
Robby Sanders (66.5 tac kle<;).

up the li

MSU All-time Passing Yards Leaders
1. Michael Proctor (1.986-89)
2. Justin Fuente (1998-99)
3. Larry Tillman (1965-68)
4. Stewart Childress (2000-present)
5. Kevin Sisk (1983-85)
6. Mike Cherry (1995-96)
7. Tony Fioravanti (1960-63)
8. Matt I-Iaug (1967-70)
9. Totn Pandolfi (1972-74)
10. Mike Dickens (1976-78)

Graphic by Robert Pieroni
and justin McGill/7he News

Photo by
Barry Johnson/Guest

8,362
6,392
5,037
5,007
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- x =players Childress passed this season

Western Kentucky gives MSU first loss of year
BY TtM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Murray State traveled last Saturday to
Bowling Green. where No. 25 Western Kentucky handed the Racers their first loss of
the season, 101 -77. in front of a sold-out
crowd at Diddle Arena.
''The crowd was huge and was pumped.
and I am sure II gave them some advantage
over us," said sophomore forward Cuthbert
Victor, who contributed two points and live
rebounds to the Racer effort.
The game marked the first sold-out basketball event at Diddle s ince Feb. 22, 1993,
when the Hilltoppers lost to New Orlean<; in
double overtime.
The game was back and forth in the early
going, with the Racers and Hilltoppers Lmding baskets for most of the first half. but
after the Racers' lead reached 24-17 with
13:53 left, WKU wenl on two separate 11-2
runs to take a 48-35 lead into halftime.
"They played man-to-man with us, and we
hung tough mentally, but we perhaps wore
down later in the game." Victor said.
Sophomore center Andi Hornig said the
intensity was high early on, but the team let
up and allowed the WKU c rowd to get into
the game.
"We played decent the first 10 minute-;,
but then we got sluggish. and they started
hilling everything they threw up," Hornig
said.
The Hilltoppers shot 52 percent from the
field, while MSU shot nearly 40 percent.
WKU's Chris Marcus scored I I points, and
five other players scored in double figures.
"They just had a good overall team,"
Hornig said. "We did a good job with Marcus, but our defense 'ouldn't contain their
offensive explosions."
One bnght ~pot for the Racers was junior
guard Kevin Paschcl, who tied a career high
with 16 points. Al-.o leading the charge for
the Racers was senior guard Justin Burdine
with 23 points.
The win moved the Hilltoppers to 4-0.
their best !-.tart since winning seven ~traight
to open the 1985-86 sea~on. The home team
has won the last four meetings. with WKU
leading the all-time series.

(Abo\·e): MSU senior guard Justin Bur·
dine, who scored 19 points in the Racers'
109-44 win NO\'. 19 over Colorado-Colorado Springs. watches a I~) up attempt.
Karri Rubec k/ I he Nt:w!;

Kacer tca111 member:-. agreed the Hilltoppe r event was a good test against u tough
lea rn and ..;hould help them get ready for two
game-; th1s week.
··we have to \\ork on our defense and continue to be tough and make 'ure we can stop
teams from scoring in big run.;," Victor said.
" I don' t think we wtll have any problems

exe~: uting our offensive, but we have W<lrked
on our defense in practi,e, and we haw to be
able to play o;martcr on the road and not let
lhe crowd affect us," Hornig added.
The team pla)ed UT·Chananooga Thursda) and will host Uni,ersity of Alabama
Birmingham at 7 p.m. Saturday at the
Regional Special Events Center.

Murray State senior guard
Rashard Harris follows a West J.1oridn
opponent during the .Racers' l 00-6J
win No\', 17. Harris scored 13 points in
the contest.
(Ldt):

Ryan Brooks/7/w Nl•ws
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Justin Burdine,
nise McDonald
Justin Burdine
land Denise
~cDonald are in
this week's Racer
SportLight.
Burdine, a
.senior guard, led
Murray State
with 23 points in
the Racers' 10177 loss to No. 21
Western Kentucky.
McDonald, a
senior center,
averaged 12.5
points and 8.5
ebounds per
game in two con~ests at the Koch
!Petroleum Classic in Corpus
Christi, Texas.
~he blocked a
career-high five
shots and record·
ed her first double--double of the
ason with 17
points a nd a
career-high 12
rebounds in a 6651 win over Eastem Illinois.
McDonald also
was named to the
All-Tournament
Team.

..... Sana

Nw.ZT
IJWIO
lllrllltll71

......... 7.

Men's basketball begins season
with convincing home victory
The Racers opened regular season
p lay with a dominating 100-61 win
over West Florida on Nov. 17. Shooting more than 50 percent from the
field in the game, the Racers led by
24 at halftime.
Senior guard Justin Burdjne finished the game with a career-high 33
points in the win. Burdine shot 12 of
21 from the field and 7 of 15 from
beyond the arc.
Senior guard Rashard Harris had
13 points on the night in 12 minutes
of play. Junior guard Antonio Henderson started his Racer career with
a solid 11-point outing. Sophomore
forward Cuthbert Victor and junior
forward Antione Whelchel also
chipped in 10 points a piece in the
Racers' victory.
A school-record 23 steals helped
the Racers start their season 2·0 with
a 109-44 victory over Colorado-Colorado Springs on Nov. 19. The 65point win was the second largest
margin of victory in Murray State
history.
In that game, Henderson led the
Racers with 24 points and five steals.
Burdine followed his 33-p<;>int night

Fastfad

Women's basketball signs
seven for 2002-03 season
The women's basketball team
announced the signing of seven
newcomers for the 2002-03 season.
The women signed during the early
signing period of the 2001·02 school
year.
The seven athletes signed by Mu r·
ray State are Lindsey Berry, Lindsay
Cornn, Jill Fulkerson, Sheree' Lauer,
Kaleena Miller, Danielle Mitchell
and Lori Trumblee.
Berry is a 5-10 guard from
Tomkinsville. She averaged 17
points and eight rebounds last season for Monroe County High School.
Cornn comes to MSU from Graves
County High School w h ere she
ranked lOth in the state last season
with a 59.8 field-goal percentage.
Fulkerson is a 5-6 point guard
from Ohio County High School. She
was an all-state honorable mention
and all-region first-team player last
year, averaging six assists per game.
Lauer is a 6-3 power forward from

Huntington North High School in Team. In 2001, Cappa led the OVC
Indiana. She was a "Hoosier Basket- with 4.49 kills per game and was a
ball Magazine" all-state honorable four-time OVC Freshman of the
mention. Miller comes to Murray Week.
State from Mott Community College, and at 6-1, adds size to the Rifle team finishes third in
women's team.
match at Cincinnati
Mitchell is a 5-10 guard from MarThe rifle team finished third out of
tinsville, Ind. Last season for Martinsville High School, she set the 15 schools competing at the Walsh
school record for 3-point baskets. Invitational. The competition, which
Trumblee is a 6-3·post player from ended Nov. 18, took place over three
Strawberry Point, Iowa. Last season weekends.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks, who
at Starmont High School, Trumblee
shot
an 1171 out of a possible 1200 in
averaged 23.2 points and 12.6
smallbore,
led the Racers. She fin·
rebound per game.
ished fourth among collegiate shooters in the match. Hicks also finished
Volle,ball players awarded
third among collegiate shooters in
Ohio Valley Conference honors air rifle.
Senior middle hitter Trena Fish
Also contributing to the thirdand freshman outside hitter Kim place finish were freshman Robert
Cappa were recognized by the Ohio Purdy, who shot an 1150 in smallValley Conference for their play in bore, freshman Crystal Dove, who
the 2001 season.
shot an 1151 in smallbore, and senior
Fish earned All·OVC Honorable Jill Wheeldon, who fired an 1143 in
Mention. During the season, she fin- small bore.
ished sixth in the conference with
3.63 kills per game and eighth in the
league with a .274 attack percentage.
Cappa also earned Ali-OVC Honorable Mention as well as being Sports Britfly is compiled by Assistant
named to the OVC AU-Newcomer Sports Editor Kevin Thomas.
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The Browns
beat Philadelphia, 13-7, on
December 3,
1950. What was
unusual about
he game was
that no forward
passes were
thrown by the
rowns to secure
he victory. That
as the last time
this happened in
the NFL.

OVC Basketball
Standings
Tennessee Tech
Morehead
Murray State
UT-Martin
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
SEMO

E

Source:

with 19 points and five assists. Harris had 16 points, and Whelchel fin·
ished with 14 points an d six assists
in the Racers' triumph.

a873

OVC Men's
Baskeball Schedule

OveraJI
3-1
2-1
2-1
2·1

2• 1
2-2
2-3
2-3
().3

Tod~y

Austin Pr~y@ Ball State
'foum.lment, 5 p.m.
s~turday

Tenne:....-t! Tech 0 Ea~tem Michi·
gan, 6 p .m.
Eastern Kentucky G Memphis,
7 p.m.
UAB 0 Murray State. 7 p.m.
Augustan~@ E~srem Illinois,
7:10p.m.
Austin reay@ Ball State
Tou.mammt·TBA
Mnreht>ad 0 Dayton· TBA
Western Illinois 0 SEMO, 7 p.m.
Tennt'b.- State@ LouisvUle,
2 p.m.

OVC Women's
Standings

OVC Women's
Basketbal Schedule

Overall
4-1
3-1
2-1
2-2
2-2
2-2
1-4

SEMO
Morehead
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
UT·Martin
Tennessee State
Eastern illinois

().2
().5

Tocby
SEMO 8 Texas A&M-Corpus
Christi. 6 p.m.
Murray State v~ Northern Arizona
(Holiday lnn/ Fuoll's Tournament at
Indiana University). 7 p m.

Intramural Football
Tournament
Mm
Outuwo vs. Hoglegs, 4 p.m.
Sigma Chi n . Mandingos, -4 p.m.
Mtn'i Ch~mpionship

First Tum
Shane Andrus, sophomore kicker

Women

SKOnd Team
James Bridges, junior ddeuh·f tacklo:
Jeremy Oa\is, 51!11k>r t;a{ey
Ed Juhn.wn, st'nior dciensiv~ ~nd
Clint l'aker. junior otrl'lll>IVe tackle

Regents vs. White, 5 p.m.
Alpha G.lmm.1 Delta VIi. 1!.1rt. 5 p m
Womfn'• Ch~mpionshlp
Winner of .'1 p m. games will plav at
7p.m.

Honor~ble Mention
Zelbert Johnson, sen1or lineb.lcker
Josh M' Keel, sl.'ninr hg!lt enJ
&bby Solnd<'rs, sophomore ~ety

Winner o! 4 p.m games will puy at
6p.m.

s~tu.rd~y

E.utem Kentucky 0 Elon. noon
High !'oint 0 Morehead, 2 p .m.
Up~KVmb 0 T~ State , 2 p m.
Loyola-Chicagu Q Ea•tem IUinol•.
5:30p.m.
Mun;ay State 0 Hollday inn/l'~Loti's
Toum.tment. TBA

AII-OVC Football
Selections

~
UTArt11187
#lor. 25
Na1thweeta1 a 58
UT-Mdlll
.......... 71

.,....... a

•v•

nvl7

Sund~y

East..m Kl'ntucky 0 High !'oint.

ESPN

noon

GilmtS 'll'lll lot p/Jlyttt Sund.ly Dl l/1t

Austm ~'l-ay@ florid.~ Sta~. 1 p m.
Soutlwrn llliooi.'l @ TellOL>o;ee Tc.:h,
2p.m.

lnlrnmurlll FkfJ..,

Elon0~2p.m
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Need $50
Yo u could win $50 for a paper you have already wntten.

by entering a contest for

Best Student Essays

The best paper contributed in each category will

t

B

a $50 prize and will be published in our 2001 edition

•Freshmen English Program

•College of Health Science &
HumanSer f ts

•World Civ./ Humanities program
•College of Humanities & Fine

•College of Educ& n

Arts
•College of Business &Public

•School of

Affairs
•College of Science,
Engineering,

Murray needs your help. During the pasc: year, as promised,
the restaurant industry in Murr~y has enjoyed unprecedented
growth thanks to your support of the Restaurant Referendum.
Unfortunately, Murray1s manufacturing economy, like other
communities, has been hit hard with layoffs and plane:
closings. Murray muse: do everything possible to make itself
more attracdve c:o industries that wish c:o relocate and
establish a producc:ion facility here. This Includes allowing
Murray GoH coune, Inc. to sell alcoholic beverages.

Agricu~re
I

•Personal Essay Cate ory

According c:o economic development officials, "quality of life"
Is a major consideration in plane: locadon decisions. Industrial
locators look for well-rounded communities that offer varied
opportunities for the leisure time enjoyment of their
employees. The availability of a PGA approved golf course
offering alcoholic beverages will be an additional
enhancement to manufacturing and tourism development
actlvldes In our community.

& Technology

we have seen examples of governments such as Afghanistan
Pick up an application today in the HFA dean's off ce
or the English Department
First and Seventh floor, Faculty Hall.

where penonalliberties are determined by the morals of a
few. Help make Murray inviting to people and industries of all
beliefs by allowing c:he Murray Golf course, Inc. to sell
alcoholic beverages.
Pa•d for by the Murray Golf Course, Inc.

For more information
contact Dr. Bill Foreman at 4549 or billforeman@ msu.edu

Vote "YES" in the special election on
Tuesday, December 4th.

Sporls
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Women split two at tournament
B Y KEVIN THOMAS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In the opening round of the
Koch Petroleum Classic. Murray
State fell to host school Texas
A&M-Corpus Christi 66-52.
T AMUCC scored the last 17
points in the game to pull off the
victory.
MSU went into halftime with a
34-28 lead over TAMUCC.
Senior post/forward Denise
McDonald made a layup with
19:29 left in the second half to
give MSU a 36-28 lead, the
team's largest of the game.
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi
took the lead with 8:58 left in the
second half when TAMUCC's
Jean Clark hit a basket to give
the Islanders a 49-48 lead.
Sophomore Megan Fuqua hit a
shot with 7:21 leFt to give MSU
the lead once again. but that was
the last Racer basket to be made
in the game.
Women's basketball Head
Coach Eddie Fields said fouls
got the team into trouble.
··we played really well
throughout the tournament,"
Fields said. "We got into foul
trouble, and that hurt us in the
game against Texas A&M-Corpus Christi."
Murray State went cold down
to the final 7:21 left in the game,
when T AMUCC scored the last
17 points to win the game 66-52.
Fuqua led MSU. scoring a
team-high 13 points. Junior forward Beth Schnakenberg finished with I I points and three

assists, while freshman 5-9
guard Rebecca Remington led
Murray State with six rebounds.
In the consolation, MSU
defeated Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Illinois University 66-51 to take third place
in the tournament.
The game against Eastern (J)inois was a non-conference game
because it was in tournament
play.
Murray State. now 2-2, led the
game 33-30 at halftime and continued its first-half success by
shooting 57.1 percent from
behind the arc in the second half.
Fields said the 3-point shot is
working for MSU.
··we are shooting the 3-pointer
really well nght now," Fields
said. "We are working hard and
trying to get better."
Rebecca Remington went 2for-2 from behind the arc and
finished with 13 points and four
assists.
Remington said the tournament gave MSU a positive outlook for the rest of the season.
" I thought we played really
hard," Remington said. "We
could do some good things this
year.''
McDonald scored I ry points in
the Eastern Illinois match. She
also made a career-high 12
rebounds, five blocks and three
assists.
Fields said the play of McDonald helped out during the tournament.
"Denise played awfully well
this weekend." Fields said.

Women top Brescia in first
home game, lose at Ole Miss
STAFF REPORT

The women's basketball team
opened the regular: season on Nov. 17
with a 72-55 victory over Brescia. A
16-point lead at halftime ended up
being enough to hold off the 14thranked NAIA school.
MSU was led by senior forward Susan
Tackett who had 15 points. Tackett was
3-for-4 from behind the arc. She also had
four rebounds and tvio steals.
Freshman forward ReQuita Thomas
finished with 10 points and six rebounds
in her first collegiate game. Freshmen
guards BrittlliY Park and Rebecca Remington both finished with 10 points in
their first action at the college level as
well.
Senior guard Eniko Verebes also con·
tributed to the victory with eight ao;sists
and four steals. MSU shot 50 percent

from the field in the tirst half and finished the game shooting 46 percent.
On Nov. 19. MSU traveled to Ole
Miss to try to avenge last season's 40point loss. The team lost, however, 7858.
Mississippi led MSU by six points
heading into halftime. A 3-pointer by
sophomore Stacey Holmes with 11:55 in
the game gave MSU a 44-43 lead.
After Murray State fell behind, a Park
3-point shot put MSU within two. but
that wa!) U!> close a~ it would get. A Mississippi 22-2 run ended any hope of a
Murray State comebacl.
Holmes led MSU with 14 point~ on 5for-11 shooting. Park added II poinL'i,
including three 3-point shot-; and five
rebounds. Sophomore guard Megan
Fuqua added eight points and three
as~ists. ReQuita Thoma.\ had three points
and led the team with six. rebound~ .

Rifle team loses home
match to Alaska-Fairbanks
STAFF REPORT

Karri Rubeck/ The News

Murra·y State sophomore forward Stacey Holmes leads the
Racer offense up the floor during Msu•s 72-SS win Nov. 17 over
Brescia. Holmes scored four points in the contest.
Murray State never tmiled during the game. The team ~cored
the game's first seven points,
and ETU could only came as
close as its three-point deficit at
halftime.
Senior forWard Susan Tackett
aJso added 10 points in the MSU

15-point victory.
MSU will next take part in the
Hoosier Classic this weekend.
The team llpens the tournament
against Northern Arizona today
at 8 p.m. and will face either
Indiana or Illinois State on Saturday.

In the liN of two matches against the
school this season, the Murray State rifle
team fell to defending national champion
Alaska-Fairbanks on Nov. 20 in Murray.
UAF won the meet 6254-6165, defeating
MSU 4686-4619 in the smallbore competition and 1568-1545 in air rille.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks led MSU
with a score of 1157 in smallbore and
'388 in air rifle. Freshman Robert Purdy
shot 1152 in smallbore and 388 in air
rifle, and freshman Crystal Dove shot

1154 in l'mallbore and 383 in air rifle.
In the smallbore competition, senior
Jill Wheeldon shot 1156, and senior J. T.
Hearn shot 386 in air rifle.
Murray State also had three individual
competitors. Freshman Michael Gardner
shot 1143 in smallbore and 378 in air
rifle. Sophomore Beth House shot I I 00
in smallborc and 379 in air rine and
sophomore Justin Morgan shot368 in air
rifle.
The match was the Racers' la.~t until
January. MSU Lrave:ls to Ala.<>ka-Fairbanks in February.
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7 p 111 In IlK.· ML'>I'-'ippl Room t3rd ll<Ml
t>l Ctttu' C.cntc:rl. 'l">n'•ult-.1 hy W<:...t Tl'
Rd"""'"-' "''''"" Rc:•-. l'aul Md)a<.Jc
lnlo \DOl 7S9.UII4 .
FrateroltJ~,

Sotorlll~,

CJuM.
S~nt Gtoup• ... l!;tm SI,()()(J,Sl.OOU
1111, wmc,tt.-r with the
C:mlpU..Iundtal,cr.~oul rhr.:c ii<Hir fun<.lrJi,IO!(
t"•em ()<,.,. no1 111\'oiH~ "'"WI <~~rd
appltt"2tk)n.•. l'lln<lr:mi.llj( tbt._.., ~"' fillin)l
<jul< kly, "" c.tll tocloy1 <.:onuu Clmpu:<funJr.u~,·r l'<>m :tl (llR!il 9l3·3.Z..~. 01 Vhlt

"'"Y

A+ M & M 1\.fARS.II\F.:>nf. l'.suhlishe-<.1
V<:nt.l.n14 Kmllt•. Wall 'dl h}'· ll/ 101200 I
l'n<.lt•< $91\ Mmlmum lnn-:.tnwm. Excel·
(ept l'ntftt Pntem~;~l ['lNANCING AVAil
A8LfJ GOOI> CRffiiT. TOLI.-FREE I ·
~33HlS4

FOR

SALE

'

CHE:>T I'Rf.I!ZER. 35' Wide:; :tllllOSt ....... .
3 1/ ~ )'<.-:If ":ut:lmy; $1 70; Rt.'lk~ fkri
7(1'-9<>42
.
AffORI>AllUi,

COV!iNif.NT

1\P.DS. low Mnnthly lnvt.,.t •
tncnt• Home lkhwry I'Jin: Colnr C:u.1
Ill): . C:IU Tocby 1-R00-71Hll5!1
www np.t.1.~:m com

1\~NTI I<..KY

Rf!PTilF. I'. XPOI C:opt,.e
hn.'<.l n.·pulc,, supflllcs, und more: I Jp to
7~ ()II n:uil' llel:o:mhc:r xch G:lllr.:ln
f.tnn 10.!9 \'t).'" R<.l ; :ihclhyvlllc:, KY
\'"11 W'WW kcntut·k)fl'f\llk"XflO.<;Um tlr
,•.,11 Rtl·Kl~-6721!
.\10RTGAGE LOA"'S. Purdu...: nr ro:ll•
runCt' :a.• lo..: :t' ~.7S6 fixc:d! ·Good nr
R.ld u-rdil" cunlr.k1 lor <.lt:<:d & <<>o,c)l..
<blion I• >Jn.,. C:lll 0 1\ Fon~nd·.tl Gn>Uf\
<;{t..!·212·3'illll 'tolllr<<t' I.H(l(>-4\ll ·.i'iOO

ROOMMATES
Stif,Rt: NICE HOiiS~ Nl'.o\R \C.U; knulc:
non·Mloker Ph D ·14r.tJ 'tudent, ;W.tll·

'"'h

C0\11'1.1'TF. :O.ATElliTI-. SYSTE\1
l
il~>tallcd fnr ''"' th.m ~so.oo.
Call 'i(J! ·2'i4 0761\ or 1·11(•6·39!!·Jt74 ,

,...,..,,w,.,

www.tampustundmhwr.«>lll.

WOtfF

TANNI~G

SIOf> 'moktnjli 4~ Off NK'tllinc P.uchc:& Gum.., ,~ t:::L•y P.sym,·nL' C:ill I~
PATCH!:~ nr -v. . II!OOPATCHE.'i <~lilt
WlNI')OW & ~llliNG SAUl $69.00 per
month . All 'rt'dl! ;an.-ptt·d, nu mont:)'
down. hh:tirnc "'"ur.amy, <'Ali tt>ll I~
IO<b> for fn:e ""tim.uc. I ·IIAA-67().j03~
W£ATIII'RMASTER PRODUCT') ':>orne
Re..tn<toons Apply.
NEED l'OSili.I.:\OMP.THINti' llorllnw..,
Otll on 1111, opponuntl) I<> r,. "' h the .:ol
le~c: m.arkc:t 1 <:all76l...,-i;,. ~<•LI)·to pbcc
a d:~:~Silkd .KI in 1be MurrJ)' 'it:lte Nc:'O.·~·
~d'

mu.o;t he pi;K'o:d by !S p m on W.-d

HELP WANTED
I'ARN EXTRA MClno:y dunnjl rhc l!<tli<l.ly
hrr:lk! ~ulf .:nvel<\fk~. l~ht t<.."'lc::lrdl,
~cr•l oflk c . Flo:xihlc houn- tall ~39"iU119 fnr mmc tnlomr;;ouon.

TRAIN ANI> WORK CU)SI' ro tiOME!
Choo:"" lrnm nne of 7 )oh u>rl~' n·nr~rs
:~<:ross the: lii:JIC :md n:<~hc lr~'C tr~ontn!(
rtght he"" in 1\entud:y. Jnh Corps l'Uff
~<ill help you plan yoor C:Sn!t'r find :1
!(l't"'.JI jnh do:te to h• 1n.e ~nJ ~·.am rnnr<'
lll0110:)" Wlt<•n you wa..tuah: , ()<"{ you
GI!J) or high 'dtunltl!plom.r while liv.ng
on " Kt:ntuck)• Joh Corps .:t:nt<·r Re:.1denti:ll ~nd non·roklenu3l (ltngr.tm'
av:~rlahl., , AI(L,; 1~:!4 Call 1 -ll66·JQ~
CORPS lor rn<tn: lliloiTTl:IL on :ihnul :1
t.'t"01Cr o<.>ar youl
<:Hlll~l:!!

Chun>e front· 2 wk
em. lr.ll11lllj(. ur l=m h 0\\' 10 opcr.llo:
hulkJozc:rs, lr:Kkh<IC-' ;md OO'kho<.':'l! Clll
IODA,, 1-IIOO·~.Z.H.i
Yt)l!R

A ITf.NTIO!'II DRIVERS-NO P.:\ri-'IHI:J';CF
TMr ' Tran>pon.lto<>rl nt·"u'

;o.t~.CF....SARYi

drivers. $6S<J gtOilH>k"t."<i ll.'c:t:kly I'<>ICrl·
ll:ll In tun S900 per wo..-ek or rnon, and
Sttll )!(1 home nn \Wckend..!' For CDL
traorunR <-:til 1·60<,_2Q(~7Y)'t
$$SCA1tfl\l! TRAI'III\G~S$ 'KI·l'l' AMER·
IC.'\ MOVINti' 'I~ Dav I' Ill Cnut"lot'
'l'm;~ndal Aid 'LifL11tne Joh Pl~<~cnt.
Cl!ll Tow> , Sun Mnndoy I~0171 \W.WC<IIM4>.lXlm
I)IU\'£R' Fxf1Crl~mc the

fk'""'' of pntlt·

.ot l'SA Tn11k 'I up [M) up lu 1.~¢ ;j ruol<:
ln<:xlx·r~<:n< ,-J• l'onuon rt:<~f'lhun<t.'tnent
8\JII. 0 .'0'• "de< omc. I(J0-~'7 i<H!

I>RIV£RS.Cr>L 'mAINING get fY.!:d "lule
tr:unmg ror jlf.u·enl<."lll "'olh m;Jjor lrtKk·
lllf! t"mpany l'.un hog tnonw1 Com·
mon\\t.".lhlo 'T I'>Kk Dnvmg S<llool C"t!l

The ~pot jolt Plat<."tllt"fll. 10).211).7~93

<.l.ty Cl:t"' A C:OL (I>Un<e. O•o:r the nrJt.l.
hom..- t:V<·ry niRht, no out ul pocket l'n•,
J!th pl.!<"t:lllcnt un ·"IIIII, <:<~nplo:t<' ltnlloll
rc:lmhun<enldlt . ~null d:'"' •"''"'· l"ui•i<m
$3.1)9'; firunced, >2m l'll>h price: ean
b K.by 1Wif>.'i04-3()6~.

llRIVER· $0 Dnwn IK:l>t: Pt:rdoa•cl
$~tl~.1t)/wt:ck pJ~tli<'"L' "" 2 Y"·"" .!
)'1-':tr humpcr tn l>ump<'r 'O.':Irr.tnl)' Au:r·
:;gc 9l. ltl:l<k.-.i mrle EO!' C:!ll Ttmy or
llnh 1·800-SSJ.CRST \ 27781.

D'RI\'1' HS. Wantc:c.l t..-.arn/,inl!k driven;.
lH·~4 n·nL,. Ownn operJIOI'li nt!t:tlcd
3ntl ('~Ill nn 'Ill IY.lst·, , \1~1 have 2 y~-:u•
"'"""''t\L'o:<l kalth tn...ur:~nre av:ul:dile,
f.lnn1y !},., ;.tnttbphcrt:. C".:~ll l.a77-89}-

C.ll!. l'RAINING..(;;,u Fm lkt.ul,. 1\n
Moawy Om 01 I''"
P.am Up '" <ill\
fir" \\?r, 1\encfit.o f'or Yom & Your l·'nm·
fly. t.kals & Tmn.,pcnuunn Ptt>vi<.l\.-.1.

k"'·

TultKJn

Rt:~mllllrl<m<.:nt

A•o;ulahlt·. On

ORIVT:R SI,SOO Si~tn"'>n flllnu'

I p to
\SC II 11111<: ~taflln)4. llite<l Oc-[l<"il T.trtl
f).t)'• i\S.,II(0<.-.1 «lii\'COIIOn:LI. 0{)'~ llct,<.J·
'-"-'' Cull liunudy Tno.lly! HIRING ONI.Y
nu: BEST' 800-4-11-4271 WETl"iS

ORI\'ER ~INP.F'> NFI!OEO-i';!m 'lt'bilc
Y<IU k:un-Wemer olnd Olht:r l.Ornl'l'l' me
hlltrll(. I ~-<.by llaintng. Wet•kly home
lull<' "''"bhlc $(,c;l!·$90il \\<:cldy, plus
l>cndlL• l~oll I 000.3(J'J·OW2
ORI\TR.CO\'fNA!orr TRA:-o;•;J>ORT Nt•w
ulic:nnl! Pc.:r Dtem P.oy for FXf"'"t:n<c<.l
·1 c,un~. Sulo~ .tnd Trainer~- l ).1()Solu..Vre;ttus II.N 1'111~ fud .'lord•.IIJit•.
c;;.11 I~·MORI;· I'AY 11·1'HR-1>67-37l'Jl

ORI\'ER·Fl.ATBE:Il
S!OOIJ :;1p1 On
lx>nu' \'~n ~ntl lbt driver- ~m top In
,-! IC per mile Gn·~t l!<llll<:lune. P.tnuly
~kd~<.oll l)c:nLal
i<t~!CN>n Trun,porht·
lion I;(Xl47J·'S'il!l EOI'.
ORI\'P.R~.

m·c:r 1he ntatl. ~'S St:ut_-;. l'l:u
~ic.lo, Lite mn<.lo:l '"''"'"niKln:dl' ;S
Y<'.l"' o:xpc:nc:n~-.: $2,000 <;ign On llunh
~un 3-J( •. :\~f 1111k+ 1>..-ndaL• Uill (I!O()l

11. oth

IIH!iHJl,
I>KI\tR~: uwncr

(>pt•r;ror• fitU:tll 0<"t."t~
w<·l<,..m....-d. '~n.•"" lbtllt:d' mtlo:a~:<: (>:1\'•
kudc:d & cmM• ""'P o O fl-1). tarp p;.y
I~~N Trun.,pclrt~LII>n, Inc u'>UMille, KY
l~xH•3Z-t~3Z.

llKIVl'IIS, ~uhh top rn 'I~C II<"' lntlc,

tc~l lrtt"' 877-970-t!»J

Twrn.-. ur lo <!/!¢ pt•r mtlt·, <.(mtrJW'"'

0RIV£RS,TRACTOR TRAil.ER ':itanong
P:ly S<alt- 29 10 .n < PM •P;ud Or~<:nta·
Linn 'full At.-ncftl~ '"'"' Mok.ld (<>rwcn·

HI C ~ II nub IA.":t-k! <lf!l11lC11o ;~vall ! Nt>
rnun.: y d••wn.J Fud in<.t•nu,·c.,, '"" n:::."--..1
hoi~ nrknt3htlll P•Y & lfl(tr<:1 INn
< Ill., No c~(' , Nt~·d TrJiOIOM I t.JII
1\mlln)!lon M"Htr C.mi'·" t..!;oM).~K.I ·

uunal Tr.t<'llll' ' <.,>ualtt)' liomt• Tirne
'R.-lt•<>n.tl & 01'1< Drhcl'l' r-;,,.,<k,-..1 •Mtl\1
lbw Cl.'"' A Clll w 111.1Z,\I.u NO Sl1.1 .
f)£.Vf' PI.P.ASE. C;d( Antu E~p~ 800927..(H:\I \\'\loW ~n1.h;expn.-,,.com. P 0 .
llox 129, H•lll.uu, OH t3tJ26

~I')

I)RI\'I!I!S: 1·r•tn<"l.., nec.:dcd no'O.' Si;m
\'()lit futun.- loda) S3l.OOO+ ht ) c:;~r I 5

7lW'>.
l>RIVI'KS·IIOME EVERY WEI!KI!ND, Nu

.36t

~ mile,
Owner
Opcr:uor: ,ll'j( o mile. fuel sun-h!U'j!C.
Paid l~;&.o;c Pl:uc/ Permii:IIFuel TaxelO,
Rrimhunoe 'T<>Ii:'IIXa+n; ~:cia- Purtlr.t~
Proj(l".ulo Av;tibhlt• l.s!OtJ-941Ho76ti,

NYC. Cnntpany; St.on up to

~upc..-ri<w ln.<ur:tn~"" untl Ben~ofoL<.

wv.,·W.t•pl·.,U-.IU-'JlOf1 .U)UI,
SMX-.~IMPI.Y

TI!P.

"IU~.,-,,.

Full 1:\c."llc:fit.'l!

Gn::tt rrrol!ht l.:lnL.,! 1.:1~ modd Pdo &
1\\1;"~. OTR. Van.,, Flats, Regu>«UI,
flathc:d. CPl. n..-qu11\"d C.tlltoday: I~J.
247·HIHLi www.:.mxc ''""
WANT 'IO Ill! HOMit 1-:VF.KV 5-70AYS"1
Run n..'l(i6n:d wnh '"'"" pay d1:1n m<."'t
long h.1ul drivo:n.! 12 month.' Ont
rt.~IUin:d lfEARTl.ANI> I'.XI'RE.'i.'i 1-Rtl().
4~ I 1~3 www he:trtl.tn<.lc•pm<.\.L'OOI

REAL ESTATE

tr:Jvt.:LL•llll

i"E'IX' LC.X; CAliiN nn j uuc:s wrdo f~
& pnvate lak<' a'L~S.,. 1't·n·
n""'"e ntounl:nn, N<!ar Ill hole !(nil
wun.c. SM,900 To:nn' <":.Ill 1~7(;4.

h•••l 'ltfl
;W•4

K

2J7

~PRIN<i

Ii3!16.

- Acr NOWl Gu~rantc~, tht: ht:~l
SPIUNG BIU!AK PIUCI'.'II StlUih Padre,
C:!nt:un. Jamakoa, &hanu11, Ac.:~pulcr~
Florxb It Mardi Gra.s. Re~ N~<t.-..lcd.
Tr:l,-el P,....c, l!:lm $$$
GtOUP
DISC~ POa &+.lliXt-lHI!-8203

-ACT PAS11 Save Sh, Get n coupon

Classified Rates

Gn to ~rnnr-:hr<':lk<.lisi.uunts.~'OI11 or <-:tll
'Ill» 581-7'W2.

25~

www.ld~•tn:tmtn..cum

t:HECI\ Tlll~ SliCT10N t.'\'cry week tu
lind ;twe>.elmt• <.lt.:'.JI., on lipnnM Rrt:otk
lnp.'! From Cancun hl l'lnrltla, thl'
M."i-tion ha~ it .til!

J\.linimum Charge $1

AN AFFORilAULE A'll> IIFAl'TifUI.
Wf.I)DIN<: l:IIAI'FI. in tht.• <.;moky Muun ·
1a1n,. ChnshJn rt::rt:lnooy, pu..turt-:"1 1

flower.<. S150. •lsc• pno.itllnJt c:lhin,, fon11:1l wor Caiii'I0().922·20'\2
vltk~).

"llt.l ~lARRif.l)" Sm<lky \1uuntaon.,,
An.--'' 111<"' I>C;tuttrul duapc·l•. <•l'lluncc.l
mmhlt:"'· <l•lllpkte lrrr:onJ(,·nwnr~. Jl(m.
o:ymnnn/ l:tnuly l•:thln.,. hrt:~thDkflll(
,it:Vo.,, llrt·pl.tt'CS \~!o:t!Jmj~ Arr.tnl(t:n>cnl'
I-A00-"93-7.!i4, \'aL':ltton l.txlj;>nl! I~

I>FSPI-It\'Cl( In i\L'I 1(<:1
lur .t whrlel
Ke..p your <"Y'-"' nn d11s ><-..loon ne<y
week! You·re Mire 11> find fun •<le:1' for"
'!llct:l<end 1!"1~"-a)• AD\'U!llSERS. T;d.. c
:W\":llll!ljle tll thl~ :ttl 'patd

engagement.
P I love, tjour Sisters of Alln

Tangles Tod ay's

(I)
-

728 Tennessee St.
Paducah, KY 42001
(Corner of Tennessee & 8th Street)
Services: Sunday - 11 am & 7 pm
Bible study Wednesday 7pm

Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443-3339
Local: (270) 753-6361

Metropolitan Community Church • All Welcome!!
Serving the "GLBT" Community

Texture
Gotta
have it!

Today's texture is
nearly invisible.
But, oh, what it does
for your style. You get
lively body and movement. And hair that
responds at a moment's
notice. Your friends will
envy the look.

I· --- - ----~--------·
I
I
I
I
I
All
I
I Any Hair or Nail I
MATRIX·
I
I
I
Services
Products
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Bring in this coupon
I Bring in this coupon
I
I now thru 12·31-01
I now thru 12-31·01
I

15o/o Off

each

TRAVEL

!]en Wishes

MCC Paducah

20~

additional word .
Bol d Face Type:
$1 per line

Atten tion getters
"Cc 'l.."c ,. .,_. $ J

"to .4.wt&er .Carson on fiOUI'

We've moved!!!

per word for Lhe

first 20 "vords.

WANTTO AllVERTlSP. your tr:~vd St"t•
v1n:" k> ct~ll.'f!C ~tu<.lcnL•~ I k"A! " your
~h:m<.·e. Wt• n..-.Jt:h your t>11')(<1 m:trkd.. '"
l':lll "·' tntl.ty .at 7Ct2·+17li ro pl:ou: an ad
in the Sprlnl( lln·ak ~"<tlnnl

eongratulations

Amy Speight
• Stylist
Shawna Nance
.Stylist
Aleisha Fritts
.• .Stylist
Amber Bnen
. .Nail Tech

24
23

Found Notices are
published at no
charge for 2 issues.

Classifieds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.

""'·IY

URF11K1 t\Vt>id fllglrt Qon,<:m~
& S.lll Fn)nt Flnrkb, ~pt:ntl S D•ys In
llah:mus lmm )279' Include• M<~"il
~lc:~h' C"oc:t Gnlllp-GO Frttl ~pnn!(b...,"l<·

Hair & Nails
759-4094

until

•I SPRING 1\RF.AK Vat.-.tUnn>! Can<.:un,
Jam:IICI. H.tham.L' & Flnrkl:! . ll<x>k E:i.rly
,'1: Get """' Mc:ll l'bn F.:~m Cash & Gu
Free Now htrillfl C:!mpu~ Reps. \-80().
234-7007 entlk..oo;....'OUillmcrt<lltl'll ~-om

1'\3·1-~f.l >mok~"'t:ddon;:.,.nml

SPRING BREAK

25 Days

Sl29! ~prin!(hr-raklr.l•d.«llot I-II00-6711-

'"I.E ·

HOLI51! I'OR
Cko~town. KY •
~ tlR, huh, lar:Rc: living n-.11'11, <.len, din·
till( row•rn, katdwn, W<~l<l floor., full
h.a...-rnt·nl, new lpph.mres. n~w vinyl
>~UII>I(. ""--:tr <it.·orw:tuwn C.•nllcl(e :uld
downtown . !>119.'100 Gill (c;c)ZI l!b}fY11(o Jll<"t '§:,30 p.m. WL-c:k<b)'!i.

1-1'1()0.(•711-63116.

EARLY SI'RING BREAK ~P<'<'i:Jf,,l Can~1.rn
li J:un~k-.J IR»n $3119' Air, tlo>tc:l, Frt.-c
~.-:11'. Orink.'l! i\w';ln.l·wlnnlnjiC.(11np-.ut)1
(~I'IIUJ> I=<.Jctli fl"t:e! f1orit.b Vac:lliun.<

2.00 Off

·- - -- - ---~--------~

P lace o n e tod ay!
762-4478
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Shopping:
Murray businesses have ups and downs
From Page 1
gift giving. She said sales
figures could still change
for the electronics store.
• "We have sold more TVs
t
m the last week:, though,
than we have all month."
Eldridge said. "DVD player; and VCRs are always
big sellers this time of year,
too.''
Maurice's and Fashion

ager of Fashion Bug,
echoed Harrison's findings.
"This is our second
Christmas in Murray, and I
really expected to do better,'' Stocum said. " I
thought perhaps we would
get the afternoon traffic
after people came home
from the malls. but it didn't

Bug also reported slower
sales and traffic during the
holiday weekend.
Jane Harrison, manager
of Maurice's, said corporate policy does not allow
her to give actual sales figures, but said she thinks
store traffic was down this
year.
Mischelle Stocum, man-

happen. The entire ~-retailers entt:red the shop·
end wa'l slow."
ping season with low
Though
consumers
pectations, and many got
crowded malls and shop- what they planned, said
ping centers over the holi- Kurt Barnard, president of
day weekend, the Associat· "Barnard's Retail Trend
ed Press reported·the week· Repon."
end's receiplS are not the
The weekend · after
bonanza many merchants Thanksgiving is seen as a
hoped for.
barometer of consumers'
Already
languishing, willingness to spend,

according to an Associated
Press repon. However, it is
not neces~arily a good indi·
cator of how retailers will
perform the entire season.
In the past few years, the
weekend actually accounted for less than 10 percent
of annual sales. according
to the International Council
of Shopping Centers.

Tornadoes:
Devastation, homelessness caused by recent storms
From Page 1

·

"Where one of the tr.tiler
homes had been, there was
nothing but a set of concrete
steps and a handrail left;
everything that had been
there
was
completely
destroyed," Bumpus said.
Bumpus said other exam·
pies of the damage caused by

the storm were mattresses
with the bedding still
attached thrust into trees. A
children's bunk bed had been
thrown across an entire
neighborhood, and cars had
been turned upside down
with the doors ripped off.
Bumpus said residents

spent Tuesday and Wednes·
day picking up the piece~ and
trying to move on, while
mourning the losses in their
community and praying for
the recovery of those seriously injured.
"In midst of all the rain
(Wednesday). everyone is

trying to salvage what they
can - it's just awful," he
said. 'Think about sitting in
your home and everything
- your roof, walls and even
the contents of your house
- destroyed or strolled
across fields. Those that
made it are really thankful

they're still alive and mourning those that did die."
Tennessee Gov. Don
Sundquist told the A~sociat
ed Press on Tuesday he
amicipates the state will
apply for federal disaster aid
to help victi~s.
"There's no way a picture

in a newspaper or on television can bring this home,"
Sundquist told the AP.
"Until you walk out here and
step on glass and clothes and
see possessions of a lifetime
spread aU over the place,
you can't know what it's
like."

Impact:
Many students
employed in
local workforce
From Page 1
reponed increased sales over the
holiday weekend.
Bryan Wimblcduff. assistant manager of On Cue music and book:·
store, said most of the store's business comes from Murray State students.
"MSU students are 75 percent of
our traffic," Wimbleduff said.
"Without them - both as employees
and customers- we wouldn't have
a store."
While the Vintage Rose Gift Shop
does not have any Murray State student employees, owner Sarah Curd
said the Vera Bradley brand of handbags, luggage nnd acce-.sories is a
big draw to students.
"ll brings them in, and they usually buy.'' Curd said
Liz Miller. manager of Goody's
Family Clothing. said 50 perc.:ent of
her work force is MSU students.
"My entire afternoon and weekend
staff is MSU :-;tudcnts," Miller said.

------~---Sunset Boulevard Music ..I
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113
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GOD BUSS OUR TROOPS! 105 N. t6th st •753·1953

I 'Ciqlon Goal 'rc-ls

l.abptJ~·s

;fllr.f'j\•i

304Maios..et

1-888-FOR MRJS
1·888-367-6757
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1ngs, Proms, Banquets,
Birthdays and Anniversaries
<Toll Free Nationwide>

We

.i·

• =+T/1

Off Any l\lew

Compact Dl•c ~ ~-1 r~· :._

C.r Sttreo Speclall•t • Cu1tom ln•tal/atlon

''""""'"
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Expires: 12/14/01 .I
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Mcxic.:nn Rc ... taur·anl

1\ Fonn~/Wear and Linou·;ine 1\,
Murray, Ky 42071
(27o> 1ss-13oo
(270) 759·5000

•

-------------Yo ur

•

'Complete Formal Wear H eadquarters

~&

_ ..,

Best Margaritas
In town;
Top Shelf .Margarita

116N.-et
Paris, Tn 38242

Texas Margarita
Strawberry .Margarita
Blue .Margarita

(731) 642· 53oo

1-888-gLUXURY
1·888-958·9879

'
DtblJ.(;.a
~~dal

~--

2•4-1
Happy Hour

Tues. ·Sat.
9a.m.· 4p.m.

712 N. 12th St. (adjacent to J.C. Penny's) _ __

J.. LEE,
Jewele
All You Can Eat & Drink
Lunch Buffet

$8.59
In the Dixieland Center
1304 Chestnut Street
Murray • 759-1141

(!E]ceg

Repair Shop
To ~emain Open

All You Can Eat & Drink
Dinner Buffet

$9.59

Open
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

United Methodist Women- Murr'!Y State

~University

r-----------------------------•
-----~I!R$1

I
I

I

0~~:

B-B-Q PO RK C H O P SA ND WI CH
LUNC H $5.00 I)EC. 10 11:00- 2:00
B-8-0 Pork- Loin Sandwich with ch ip s. pickle slice and d rin k-delivery with or-

ders of 5 or more to locations In Murray.

VIDEO SUPIER
STORE

Dine-in orders with optional side dish es In cluding B-8-0 Bean s. Slaw , Potato
Salad and light desert.

UNITED METHODIST CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
1315 PAYNE ST. fNEXT TO THE NURSING BUILDING)

Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

•Over I ,500 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.

Proceeds from thts project $upport t'Tllsstons tn A menca and
around the wor1d

3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Bring the ad and receive $1 off

Call-fn or e-mail orders by Dec. 6.

Phone: 759-8623
Email: UMCF@Spiritmail.net

*1 I 4

• I 2 th St. ·

OCPenney Shopping Center)

753-7670

I Offer Expires 12/1 ~/0 I I :

~-----------------------------·
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